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“Una vita senza ricerca non è degna di essere vissuta” 

“The unexamined life is not worth living” 

Socrate  

 

“Education and training can only contribute  

To growth and job-creation if learning 

Is focused on the knowledge,skills and competences to be acquired by 

students(learning outcomes)through the learning process,rather than 

on completing a 

Specific stage or on time spent in school.” 

The European Commission 

 

 

Content and Language 

Integrated Learning (CLIL)is an educational approach 

Where some content learning(like a topic on global climate,or a 

subject)is taught in an additional language 

David Marsh  
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Introduction and Outline 

Chapter 1: basic concepts and objectives 
 

In this chapter I give an overview on the basic concepts that had inspired this PhD . project. I describe 

the theoretical model of the Constructivism and the importance of the use of computer based 

technologies for its applications. Moreover, I give an overview on the state of the art of the application 

of the Content and Language Integrated Learning  (CLIL) methodology in Italy, on the advanced 

courses that teachers must follow for teaching CLIL in the last high school year classes including  

regulations and finally I describe the objectives of the present work. 

 

1.1 What is CLIL? 
 

CLIL is an innovative methodology that provides teaching contents in a foreign language. In the most 

recent Council Recommendation of 22 May 2018 on key competences for lifelong learning, the 

European Commission has promoted and supported the dissemination of the CLIL methodology, 

defining it as the driving force of innovation and improvement of the quality of school curricula. 

Multimedia and multimodal technologies are capable of mobilizing the energies and synergies of the 

school community, motivating and involving students in a student-centered perspective. CLIL is “an 

educational approach in which a foreign language is used as the medium of instruction to teach 

content subjects for mainstream students” (Nikula et al. 2013). 

CLIL fosters students' confidence in learning a foreign language  and boosts collaboration and 

creativity in the class, according to Dalton-Puffer (2007). CLIL students  express  greater fluency and 

creativity and display more confidence losing their inhibitions in using foreign language 

spontaneously for face-to-face interaction. CLIL allows learners to build intercultural knowledge and 

understanding, developing their intercultural communication skills (Vujovic, 2011). Attitudes 

towards other languages may also be enhanced from experience of CLIL (Braquier, 2013; Coyle, 

2010). 

1.2 Why CLIL ?  
  

“Linguistic diversity is one main feature of Europe . It embraces not only the official languages of 

Member States, but also the regional and/or minority languages spoken for centuries on European 

territory, as well as the languages brought by the various waves of migrants. The coexistence of this 
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variety of languages constitutes an asset, but it is also a challenge for Europe”  (Eurydice Report, 

2017). 

The CLIL methodology was developed in the mid‐1990s.Through the Council of Europe resolution  

of March 1995,  European Union asked Member States to deeply rethink education, in order to  reform 

their education systems, promoting innovative teaching methods as the CLIL methodology; that  

introduced  a non-linguistic discipline in a foreign language in order to promote the dissemination of 

language teaching within all Europe. The choice to undertake this direction was suggested by different 

factors.  

The goals for the interest in CLIL are many and various are the reasons, supported also by European 

institutions that were surely of help in spreading this pedagogical approach (i.e. the European 

Commission and the Parliament and the Council of Europe). Many European projects, that have been 

financed to explore the different issues involved, contributed in scattering worldwide CLIL 

methodology for many reasons. In fact CLIL reflected the mission and the vision of European 

Language Policy by which Europe had to address  the more wide promotion in learning of foreign 

languages in education. The CLIL movement was supported with active investments by the European 

Commission, so  CLIL was growing all over Europe very fast as a trans-European movement, 

burgeoning very rapidly, focusing its studies on the integration of the foreign language and contents 

into a wide range of learning and teaching contexts. Multilingualism has been identified as the 

principle and the aim of language education policies, so it was facilitated at the individual level as 

well as being accepted collectively by educational institutions in order to improve  people 

communication first. 

The first step  focused on  basic skills to be achieved by everybody. This was a crucial necessity to 

upgrade skills for employability, against the backdrop of weak economic growth and a shrinking 

workforce due to demographic ageing. The most pressing challenges for Member States were to 

address a  fast rising of youth unemployment, by delivering the right skills for employment, by 

increasing the efficiency and inclusiveness of education and training institutions that should 

collaborate with all relevant stakeholders. With the aim to perform economic development, the broad 

European mission of education and training led schools to focus into the potential of ICT and Open 

Educational Resources for learning.  In fact the digital revolution should  bring important 

opportunities in learning and teaching by helping life long learning programmes and by revising and 

strengthening the professional profile of all teaching professions (teachers at all levels, school leaders, 

teachers, educators), and also by creating partnerships between education, business and research. The 

European Commission promoted a rethinking of CLIL investing in skills development for well- being 
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active citizenship. The CLIL evolution and spreading has taken more than 20 years and is still 

developing.  

1.3 Brief analysis of dissemination of CLIL in Europe and how it is 

organized  

(Eurydice Key Data on Teaching Languages at School in Europe-2017 

Edition) 
 

The Eurydice report provides  information on policies and recommendations in European countries 

about foreign languages learning and teaching and also CLIL, including detailed statistical data. 

English, French, German, and Spanish are the four most taught foreign languages in European schools 

and including Italian at a lower degree, they are the most commonly used target languages interested 

in CLIL provision at schools. CLIL provision is available in Italy in all schools at some stages  from 

2010. It is mandatory in the last year of the  upper secondary school from 2015 (L 107/2015).In 

Cyprus, CLIL provision is available in all primary schools for at least one school year. In Luxemburg 

CLIL provision is available from primary school, in Germany and in France at lower secondary 

school language level. In Austria during the first two years of primary education the students receive 

a CLIL  provision. In Malta, CLIL is available in all State schools for all grades of primary and 

secondary education (Maltese/English). In Liechtenstein, English is taught through CLIL  provision 

in the first grade of primary education.This is also the case for part of the foreign language instruction 

in the second grade. (Eurydice Key Report 2017). 

CLIL term  is used  to describe all types of  school provision in which a different  school language is 

used to teach some curriculum subjects. According to CLIL provision, students learn in a different 

subjects (for example science, mathematics or geography in at least two languages).The aim is to 

improve foreign language learning. Additional skills and qualification are required to become CLIL 

teachers (see Figure D5 Eurydice), while generalist and specialist teachers are responsible for 

teaching  foreign languages in primary schools. 

In Europe,”in addition to foreign languages, regional or minority languages are widely taught 

through CLIL methodology” (Eurydice Key Report 2017 see Figure A1)  

There is NON CLIL provision in: Greece, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Iceland and Turkey but this 

type of provision was introduced in 2016/17 in Montenegro. Finland is the only country where the 

CLIL methodology is used for teaching three types of language (foreign languages and state 

language but also not territorial languages) 
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• Language and foreign languages, are widely taught through CLIL in 14 education systems, 

including regional or minority .It happens in the Czech Republic, Germany, Estonia, Spain, France, 

Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Hungary, Austria, Poland, Slovakia, Sweden and the former Yugoslav 

Republic of Macedonia. 

• CLIL is  provided also in addition to the language of schooling as in Belgium (French and Flemish 

Communities) and Switzerland 

• A large group of education systems  use CLIL provision to teach only a foreign language as 

Bulgaria, Denmark, Cyprus, the Netherlands, Portugal, Romania, the United Kingdom (England), 

Liechtenstein, Norway and Serbia.  

It is relevant to report that:” Exclusion is a consequence of negative attitudes and a lack of response 

to diversity in race, economic status, social class, ethnicity, language, religion, gender, sexual 

orientation and ability“ (UNESCO)CLIL  teaching helps preserving  minority languages 

• In five other education systems, only regional, minority or non- territorial languages are targeted: 

Croatia (Hungarian and Czech), Slovenia (Hungarian) and, within the United Kingdom: Wales 

(Welsh),Northern Ireland (Irish) and Scotland (Scottish Gaelic) 

• In the four remaining education systems, CLIL provision targets another state language: 

German/French in the German-speaking Community of Belgium, English/Irish in Ireland, 

Luxembourgish/German and Luxembourgish/French in Luxembourg and Maltese/English in Malta 

• In Spain many schools provide CLIL teaching  in three languages as state, regional language used 

to teach curriculum  

1.4 CLIL methodology  is mandatory in Italy 

 

The context : Regulatory Framework 
 
 
The CLIL methodology (Content and Language integrated Learning) is a teaching practice that 

promotes the development of linguistic, disciplinary and cross-curricular skills that, through the use 

of authentic contexts, succeed in fostering  students in such a way to allow the acquisition of key 

skills that can then be mobilized in different contexts and easily used in the world of work, even at 

an international level.  The  Law 53 of 2003  called "the Moratti Reform"  redefined secondary school 

asset in a  more defined  and binding manner. Anyway only  in 2010 with the Implementing 

Regulations the DD.PP.RR. 88,  89/2010    CLIL methodology was introduced in classes and by the 

MIUR note n. 4969, 25th July 2014 and the DM n 435/15 (articles 23,27)    the teachers' training 

started. The regulatory reforms launched in 2010, however, did not affect the issue of evaluation and 
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certification. Recently the Law 107/15  identified the CLIL methodology as a mandatory  priority 

training objective of  almost of the Italian high  schools. That law indicates as the first objective’s 

section 7   of the  Law 107/15 the "enhancement and strengthening of language skills, with particular 

reference to Italian as well as to the English language and other languages of the European Union, 

also through the use of the Content Language Integrated Learning methodology".  

As affirmed on  the Italian Ministry of Education’s website : 

• in the last year of high schools: the teaching of a non-linguistic discipline in a foreign language is 

"included in the area of activities and compulsory courses for all students or in the area of the 

teachings that can be activated by the educational institutions ..."; 

• in the last three years of Linguistic Licei: "from the first year of the second two-year course" the 

teaching in a foreign language of a non-linguistic discipline is provided; from the second year of the 

second two-year course the teaching, in a further foreign language, of a second non-linguistic 

discipline is also foreseen "; 

• in the last year of the Technical Institutes: where it is expected to teach in English "a non-linguistic 

discipline, including the address area of the fifth year, to be activated in any case within the limits of 

the employees determined by current legislation".  

Our project is in line with what is required from schools in Europe (See  as main document 

Recommendation 2006/962/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 18 December 2006 

on key competences for lifelong learning (OJ L 394, 30.12.2006, pp. 10-18) for the development of 

interdisciplinary skills in pupils, also in view of what is required for  the second cycle. Therefore, we 

are particularly proud to have focused our didactic research on the CLIL methodology in the life 

sciences using ICT . The novelty therefore consists in the detection of learning in English both for 

the first and for the second cycle (INVALSI Computer Based Testing by 2018/19). The test is 

performed only in the fifth class for the primary school . In other cases is is in English, carried out in 

the second year of the secondary grade (from 2018) and the fifth year of the second degree (from 

2019), usually given by computer (CBT computer based testing). The English tests refer to the levels 

of the CEFR (Common European Framework of Reference for Language Knowledge). The level of 

skills achieved by the pupil will therefore be certified by the INVALSI.  The assessment of skills is 

a very thorny and complex subject that actively involves the teachers' colleges for the internal 

evaluation of the key competences (evaluation criteria) . The profile of the competences that the 

student must possess at the end of each school cycle is therefore outlined in order to facilitate easier 

access to the world of work. 
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1.5 Teachers’ profile 
 

Teachers have a crucial role in developing students' skills in foreign languages dealing with the 

qualifications they need. In Italy the CLIL teacher profile has been  designed according to the 

Directorial Decree n°6 16th April  2012 . Teachers who want to teach a non-linguistic discipline have 

to improve both their methodological competences and linguistic ones obtaining at the end both 

certifications : the linguistic one and that of CLIL methodological skills. The latter is acquired at the 

end of a university  methodological course that produces a methodological certification requiring 60 

CFU for teachers in initial training and 20 CFU for teachers in service.The Ministry of Education 

starting with academic year 2012/2013 has delegated Universities to organize teacher training 

programmes and courses for teacher training, to reach the C1 level of the Common European 

Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR). Moreover, training promoted by the Italian Ministry 

of Education has constituted the first significant CLIL teaching experience for teachers in service in 

Italy. The collaboration between the Institute, the Regional Scholastic Offices (USR) and the 

Universities has developed effective teaching strategies and tools focused on the specific needs of 

CLIL  teachers. These experiences have encouraged the creation of networked projects among 

schools that implemented projects in teaching with the CLIL methodology.  From 2015 onwards these 

projects gained more visibility considering that CLIL is mandatory in the last year of high school. 

1.6 European Milestones Events in Foreign Language Education 
 

Before 1990: the Resolution of the Council of Ministers  of Education  (Council of 9 February 

1976), and the conclusions of both the Stuttgart European Council (1983) and the Council of 

Education (4 June 1984) recommended particular attention to the teaching of foreign languages for 

the promotion of linguistic diversity. 

 

After 1990: with the "Lingua program" (in force on 1 January 1990 on Council Decision 89/489 / 

EEC, 16.08.1989) fostered the need to "promote innovation in foreign language training methods ". 

 

In 1992: art.126 below reported of the Treaty of Maastricht emphasized that one of the primary 

objectives for Europe is the knowledge of at least three Community languages. 

 
Article 126 

1. The Community shall contribute to the development of quality education by encouraging cooperation 

between Member States and, if necessary, by supporting and supplementing their action, while fully 

respecting the responsibility of the Member States for the content of teaching and the organization of 
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education systems and their cultural and linguistic diversity. 

2. Community action shall be aimed at: 

- developing the European dimension in education, particularly through the teaching and dissemination of 

the languages of the Member States; 

- encouraging mobility of students and teachers, inter alia by encouraging the academic recognition of 

diplomas and periods of study; 

- promoting cooperation between educational establishments; 

- developing exchanges of information and experience on issues common to the education systems of the 

Member States; 

- encouraging the development of youth exchanges and of exchanges of socio-educational instructors; 

- encouraging the development of distance education. 

3. The Community and the Member States shall foster co-operation with third countries and the competent  

38/161 international organizations in the field of education, in particular the Council of Europe. 

  

In 1994 the acronim  CLIL was formulated as the non-linguistic subject learned through a foreign 

language which grows and develops in vehicular use. Learning is, for the first time, integrated. 

In 1998 the Recommendation n.R 98/6 of the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe 

emphasized the need to enhance the teaching of European languages also by " the use of foreign 

languages for the teaching of non-linguistic subjects ". Comenius Program provided financial 

assistance for mobility actions aimed to "teachers of other disciplines who have to, or want to, teach 

in a foreign language". 

In 2001: European Year of Languages included CLIL teaching among the 

approaches to promote linguistic diversity and language learning. 

In 2002: Barcelona European Council asked the Member States and the 

European Commission that at least two foreign languages have been taught since 

more tender age. 

 

Lastly,  on September 2007, "the High Level Group on Multilingualism composed of 11 experts 

from various European countries, presented its final report with recommendations to the Commission 

for actions in the field of multilingualismin in order to give new impetus and provide new ideas for a 

global approach to multilingualism in the European Union. 
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1.7 A  CLIL Literature  Overview: 
 

“CLIL models are by no means uniform. They are elaborated at a local level to respond to local 

conditions and desires. Indeed the characteristics of CLIL developments in Europe show a great 

variety of solutions. It is the combination of the choices in respect to the variables that produce a 

particular CLIL”. 

(Coonan, 2003)   

What are the results that can be drawn from the various CLIL initiatives? 

CLIL approaches include a wide variety of educational programs so it is not easy to give a summing 

up that takes into account a conceptual and definitional level.  

There are many ways of describing the characteristics attributed to CLIL. There is no single model 

for CLIL. Different models all share the common founding principle that in some way the content 

and the language learning are integrated (Coyle D.,2005). According to the book "Uncovering CLIL" 

by Mehisto, Marsh, & Frigols (2008) 13 types of CLIL activities are recognized. The classification 

is also by no means definitive. Lorenzo (2007, p. 503) goes so far as to suggest the including of  about 

3000 changing  of practice. 

The list below is taken from website: http://www.onestopenglish.com/clil/what-is-clil/ 

Bilingual Integration of Languages and Disciplines (BILD) 

Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL) 

Content and Language Integration in Primary CLIP 

Content-based Instruction (CBI) 

Content-based Language Instruction (CBLI) 

Content-based Language Teaching (CBLT) 

English Across the Curriculum (EAC) 

English as an Academic Language (EAL) 

English as a Medium of Instruction (EMI) 

Foreign Language Immersion Program (FLIP) 

Foreign Languages as a Medium of Education (FLAME) 

Languages Across the Curriculum (LAC) 

Teaching Content Through English 

Teaching English Through Content 
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In the research environment, we can observe the existence of many CLIL projects and research 

articles that are carried out more frequently by researchers in the linguistic field. The studies are 

related to the learning of English language as main target. However, non-linguistic teachers are more 

interested in acquiring contents and often do not easily find CLIL materials to be adapted in class to 

the disciplines. At the moment there is a limit of CLIL teaching resources, so a more increasing CLIL 

production would be desirable . 

Resources for teachers are undoubtedly of great importance for teachers as they are an huge help to 

start and implement CLIL activities in the classroom. 

Very often teachers cannot find the resources necessary to make their educational path intriguing and 

attractive, or they spend a lot of time looking for them. By not finding them teachers are discouraged, 

because they feel overloaded and overwhelmed of commitment necessary to build a prefixed path 

and then decide to not continue with CLIL activities.  

One main purpose of my doctoral thesis was mainly to meet the needs of science teachers who 

will have in the future the resources created on the Moodle platform of the University of 

Camerino. At the moment there are three types of resources available, analyzed below. The figures 

of the weight scale shows the balance of resources that tends towards content or towards language. 

 The liveliness of the movement is also shown in the fact that CLIL application has generated 

numerous experimental initiatives, consolidated organizations, projects, magazines and networks and 

we can  collect  their  production in approximately three main  different groups of activities:  

• A first group:  Language vs Content 

• A second group Content vs Language 

• A third group  Content and Language balance 
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1.8 A first group: Language vs Content 
 

 

Many teachers in both primary and secondary schools are confused by the large amount of linguistic 

research materials. In fact there are many materials that are interested in glottolinguistics and in 

particular the understanding of language, writing, listening, reading and speaking comprehention. 

Moreover, a teacher of non-linguistic subjects is more interested in the transmission of contents than 

in the linguistic aspect. 

CLIL approach is used at primary (Infante et al 2008) as well as at secondary level. CLIL usually 

refers to English Language worldwide, still too often and not thinking about other languages, such as 

those present in the territory, or in any case present in a class  such as the languages of immigrant 

minorities. 

Moreover, the CLIL approach should not be merely an activity to promote a language but should 

rather be a methodological and logical approach (see Maiworm and Wächter 2008). A CLIL approach 

consists in developing a cre-action (Creativity and action) of a third dimension, which does not 

completely belong to the L1 or L2 space.“The actual amount of content might be smaller but the 

learning might be more effective as it deals with the content on a deeper level.”(Zigler K.,2013) 

 Lorenzo (2007, p. 505) observes that unsuccessful CLIL often has the problem of not succeeding in 

making the input comprehensible to the learners.  
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1.9 A second group Content vs Language 
 

 

Many educational resources present both on the internet and in scientific publications available to 

teachers are mostly an English translation of easy disciplinary texts, even if at a simple linguistic 

level. These texts do not meet the needs of teachers as they would need to consult educational 

resources in line with the curricular texts of the various school orders, in particular upper secondary 

school. Therefore there is a notable lack of suitable disciplinary materials. 

There are many CLIL teaching resources, according to Kelly (a CLIL teacher trainer that wrote many 

books regarding CLIL teaching resources and websites as onestopclil.com) :  “Only a small number 

of resources written specifically for the CLIL market are in the book shops” (Kelly, K., 2008). 

Internet resources provide a large number of CLIL projects work in many subjects from Philosophy 

to History, from Sports to Math, Technology and Bilingual education but at the moment it is 

impossible to gather resources in category or subjects. CLIL is an “European solution to a European 

need” (Marsh, 2002). 

CLIL acts as a"“generic umbrella term” (Marsh, 2002, p. 58) in order to cover all different models of 

successful Content and Learning requires to engage students for gaining effective learning outcomes. 

Cross curricular projects  involves both language teachers and subject teachers planning together.  

According to  Coyle : “flexibility is not to be mistaken for an ‘anything goes’ approach” (Coyle et 

al., 2010, p. 49).  

Bentley (2010) categorizes three types of CLIL in the curriculum: this classification depends on    

teachers if they have been trained in CLIL principles and skills  so they are: 

• Hard CLIL 

• Weak/Soft CLIL 

• Modular  CLIL 
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Hard CLIL 

 
These courses seems to be very challenging because  they are often delivered by non-native subject 

specialist teachers therefore  they might not have high level of English. These courses are generally 

practiced as almost half or more immersion  program, so the curriculum is taught in the target 

language.  

So teachers  geared towards making sure the students can read the text, listen to the audio, watch the 

video or give the presentation at the standard level required. They focus on the scaffoldings and 

skills; the students need to engage with the content at the level required. It is meaningful  notice that 

‘level required’ is important. We do not expect perfection, the aim is not to produce the language 

perfectly but promote student  language'  skills in order to let them manage and do whatever tasks 

are related to the content. 

 

Weak/Soft CLIL   

 
It is a course  done by either non-native or native teachers. Here the focus is on language. these 

course are pointed out to help learners develop their language skills as first aim  and secondly to 

improve their subject topic knowledge. 

 

Modular CLIL 

 

In this type, a subject ( Science ,Art, History or others ) is taught for a certain number of hours in 

the target language.  

” In short, regardless of content –driven or language-driven, what  makes a CLIL course depends on 

whether or not the teachers are trained in CLIL principles and skills.”(Ikeda M.,2013) 
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Table 1 – Types of CLIL 

 

 

 

A third group:  Content and Language balance 
 

 

As teachers, we are sure that to teach a non linguistic discipline we need to balance language 

andcontent according to principles elaborated by Teresa Y.L Ting who is a CLIL expert 

researcher,(Assistant Professor - Tenured at the Department of Chemistry and Chemical Technology 

& Department of Linguistics and Education at the University of Calabria UNICAL). Many CLIL 

project activities were carried by Teresa Ting on the CLIL-Division of the University of Calabria 

Language Centre. This Department works together with both secondary and tertiary, science 

educators to fulfill the high school L2-Science curriculum: to scaffold upon familiar English, learners 

attained a deep-level understanding of core science concepts, they will need for tertiary science and 

technology education. We found the approach of Teresa Ting's scientific project and our action 

research path to be similar, even if the subjects dealt with were different. The project consists of “a 
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CLIL-Science case study undertaken at a Scientific Lyceum in southern Italy and demonstrates how, 

a 50:50/Content:Language CLIL approach to science-learning offers more than the sum of its parts, 

(language)+(science), going beyond to provide an ideal context for cultivating learners' 

communicative courage and, of equal importance, students' passion for science” (Parise G.,Ting 

Y.L.T, 2010). 

This area is very close with the set of our research area and this is the reason why it is very interesting 

for us to analyse CLIL literature in science teaching education . 

  TingY.L. T. (2014) pointed out:“Who better than a science CLIL teacher can interpreter balancing 

Content /language sharply?”. I strongly agree with TingY.L. T (2014) when affirms: 

“Interpreting the acronym mathematically, we obtain a 50:50/Content: Language ratio which 

prompts the question ‘whose Language does the 50/Language component cater to?’. In attending to, 

obviously, the language of the learner, CLIL-instruction automatically replaces teacher-centered 

lecturing with learner-centered learning where learners use language to obtain information, debate, 

discuss and finally construct knowledge and also convey understanding. CLIL is not, therefore, a 

physics teacher blabbing about physics in a FL (Foreign Language) – if content is already difficult 

in L1, presenting it in a FL will certainly not benefit content-education and surely quench any love 

of the FL. Like-wise, the 50/Content component of CLIL poses the question ‘what Content?’ If CLIL-

instruction uses content-learning time, the answer is clearly content that fulfils the  content-

curriculum: better a monolingual surgeon who knows her content inside-out (literally) than a 

multilingual one who doesn’t”. 

  

In our opinion it is interesting to interweave collaborations between school and University because it 

could bring a number of advantages to both. “ The educational impact  could possibly have effects on 

one hand on teachers who otherwise would risk not to update themselves and on the other hand high 

school students who can also be better oriented and helped for their future choices working with 

University’s Departments.” 

Among many numerous projects analysed, most were aimed at the acquisition of linguistic 

knowledge. Many other paths have been developed in this area. Teresa Ting's project appears  quite 

similar to what we have done for the study of the sciences with the CLIL methodology. Many 

similarities are present, such as the need for a balanced use equal to 50:50 between content of Science 

and Language, the project was developed in a collaboration with the University .The University of 

Calabria was researching on  Physics while our project regarded  Life Science  and in particular on 

stem cells and genetics.  
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In my opinion it is interesting to interweave collaborations between schools and University because 

it could bring a number of advantages to both.  The educational impact could possibly have effects 

on one hand on teachers who otherwise would risk not to update themselves and on the other hand 

high school students who can also be better oriented and helped for their future choices working with 

University’s Departments. 

Science at school  plays a crucial  role to build up  global citizenship values and it could be necessary 

to enhance Science hours in class in order to have more time for CLIL lessons with the aim students  

could attend both Soft and Hard CLIL skills. "In short, regardless of content –driven or language-

driven, what  makes a CLIL course depends on whether or not the teachers are trained in CLIL 

principles and skills.”(Ikeda M.,2013). 

Quality education is the basis for improving people's lives and achieving sustainable development. In 

my opinion CLIL and STEM (Science Technology Engineering and Mathematics) could offer more 

chance to build cohesion between people. 

 

1.10 CLIL in the Subject Area of Science 
 

Focus on my PhD thesis work 
 

There is accordance in the CLIL literature that CLIL should be referred as a content-driven approach 

(Coyle et al., 2010; Eurydice, 2006; Lorenzo, 2007) which intends that the starting point for 

programming should be the actual subject that in my thesis work it is the area of Life Science. 

Unfortunately, publications and research studies on CLIL in Science are rare while teachers need 

teaching resources and questionnaires to perform their research pathways in classroom. 

I agree very much with the following  declaration by  Ying-Ying Lai: 

“The attention on the policy of teaching and learning of Science and Mathematics through English 

seemed to focus more on language problems and challenges faced by teachers and students. Local 

publications on how teachers execute the policy at classroom level were limited. Therefore, there is 

a dire need in investigating how the teaching and learning process of both the content and language 

is conducted in the  classrooms.”( LAI YING YING 2009) .  Science discipline is very wide,  and we 

didn’t find many science CLIL  projects in Life science. For this reason I decided to produce very 

new and original teaching materials to be used in my experimentation in classrooms. 
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1.11 Brief analysis of the state-of-the-art 
 
 

“Function  and  form,  action  and  knowledge  

are  mutually  dependent.   

Action  without knowledge  is  blind,  vacuous. 

Knowledge without action is sterile.  

Finding the correct balance is the 

 key to successful learning 

 and teaching.”  

John Tim (2001) 

 

Although CLIL term was coined in 1994, it was really launched only in 1996 from the University of 

Jyvaskyla (Finland) and then it reached  the European Platform for Dutch education (Fortanet-Gomez 

and Ruiz-Garrido 2009;Marsh 2006). After that, CLIL became a  rich and flexible teaching approach 

tool and it gave rise to a wide range of research perspectives pursued.  

María Luisa Pérez Cañado in 2011 provided a comprehensive, updated, and critical approximation to 

the sizeable literature which has been produced on the increasingly acknowledged European approach 

to bilingual education: content and language integrated learning (CLIL). There are many crucial 

points in CLIL methodology that I explain here directly reporting the text written by important 

contributors to this subject: 

 “Bilingual education is considered to be an effective way of learning a new language and in many 

countries of the world, it represents an increasingly popular pedagogic approach. In Europe, 

bilingual education using predominantly the Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL) 

methodology has evolved as a response to the commonly recognized need for the development of 

multilingual competence.”(Hurajova A., 2015) 

“The foundation of the CLIL movement - Content and Language Integrated Learning - is based on a 

conception that sees linguistic acquisition as intrinsically linked to authentic actions: the learner 

appropriates a language through the activities and aims that it wants to achieve with it. In this sense, 

the acquisition does not take place in a disconnected way, but through contextual use; in such generic 

terms it is valid both for L1 or for L2. Action and knowledge are therefore seen as intrinsically linked 

to one another. Learning highlighted in the opening of the contribution expresses it in a succinct 

form: form and function, action and knowledge are interdependent, cannot be acquired independently 

from each other (of the type: here the grammar, there the use, here the 'act, there is knowledge). The 
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acquisition of a language does not work without context of use: knowledge is acquired through 

language, language molds acquired knowledge. 

With this approach we want to combine various aspects that in the natural life go together and that 

in primary, secondary or university teaching should (again) be more connected to each other: form 

and function, action and knowledge. In this sense, it is as if the CLIL approach returned to its origins, 

looking for a more natural context of integrated learning: learning by doing, use knowledge to act, 

acquire knowledge through multiple use situations, through multiple languages, by welding so the 

best notions in our cognition”. (Franceschini R, .2014) 

Various CLIL forms and models have been developed (for a more extensive review,  see Lucietto 

2008a). The main forms are the following: 

-CLIL modules in which only parts of the course are in the second language (L2)  

-Total CLIL: the entire course or the entire curriculum of a subject is carried out in L2 (many are the 

contents for vehicular teaching: from the humanities sciences to scientific subjects, to sports and 

music).  

1.12 CLIL in Class as a Change Agent. 

How the CLIL methodology is implemented:Methodological form 

 
“We live in a digital world. New devices, new services have changed the way we access and share 

information, the way we communicate, the way we work. Students need to be educated as science-

active citizens to face the challenges of today’s knowledge-based society and economy. We need new 

insights to foster the sharing of ideas, to promote best practises. Innovative classroom teaching using 

ICT (information and communications technology) is vital for stimulating students’ minds” (Nellie 

Kroes, Vice President of the Commission and Commissioner for the Digital Agenda 2014).  

A revolution is happening in Education, caused by the rapid and massive impact of Information and 

Communication Technology (ICT). It has accelered globalization and relocalization and has 

prompted one of the biggest transformations society has seen ever before. The Knowledge Society 

has impacted on education and Life Long Learning processes, therefore fostering the necessary 

competences for the 21st Century is one of the main contemporary challenges for educational systems 

(Riveros and Mendoza 2005). 

Teachers have a critical role in choosing  teaching methodologies consistent with the cultural 

approach of  education that are capable of realizing the involvement and motivation of students' 

learning.  
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Therefore, the use of inductive methods, participatory methodologies, and an extensive and 

widespread laboratory teaching methodology is needed, to be extended also to the disciplines of the 

general education area with the use, in particular, of information technologies and of communication. 

Computer Assisted Language Learning (hereafter CALL),  makes a difference. It can be effective in 

developing specific language skills in class. CALL facilitates access to knowledge, dictionaries and 

other learning resources, and increases exposure to using a foreign language. CALL can also improve 

motivation and confidence as well as supporting specific learning styles. 

“CLIL also improves cognitional development, cultural awareness and motivation to learn languages 

without any significant detriment to content learning in the subjects where it is used. By increasing 

motivation and possibly attracting more motivated learners, CLIL may also generate better results for 

learners” (Improving the effectiveness of language learning: CLIL and Computer Assisted Language 

Learning European Commission 2014). 

Teachers should serve as guides; they can define suitable paths and strategies for learning, supporting 

students in questioning, understanding and applying it. All studies and research conclude that teachers 

are the best assets we  have  for educating people. Teachers can best motivate students and attract 

them to science. So motivating and supporting teachers, supporting them through a more systematic 

use of ICT in classes, will be of  help in making science more appealing to students. 

Integrated language learning is easily going to gain ground because language teaching can no longer 

be thought as a separate single subject. As we know, the acquisition of language requires authentic 

contents in real contexts, leading to a sensible, natural communication that can be used in culturally 

different environments. In this framework, teacher training is to be redesigned. These trends also give 

an idea of the  growth of complexity developed  in our societies, in which there is a growing need for 

continuous upgrade and the teachers are  no exception. 

There are many CLIL projects and initiatives: key points and key concepts. 

It is not easy to be oriented in this jumble of activities, experiments, experiences and research that 

can give the impression of a puzzle to be better organized. Unfortunately, many of them are only 

translations in English by language teachers not useful to adapt in class. 

But fortunately, new technologies offer individual spaces for learning; spaces that  also are available 

for an integrated CLIL teaching and to promote the individual learners expression and also peer 

education. 

Teaching is increasingly based on shared social practices. New internet generations are used to 

process information in a different way. It is interesting to notice that it is developing a new educational 

culture based on social and interconnected learning in a more collaborative dimension  and it is 

interesting to notice that many new broad spaces could be opened to CLIL teaching. 
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Also the teacher's role changes: the teacher is no longer the only one who holds knowledge on every 

aspect of teaching and media, from content to methods. In order not to give rise to a 'generational 

gap', there is a need for continuous retraining in this field for teachers, CLIL and non-CLIL. 

The use of the ICT (many form of CLIL as CALL are based on the use of technology), BYOD 

(acronym for bring your own device), and other new technologies in general offer unexpected 

opportunities to interweave content and language teaching and sometimes lead to reversed roles 

between student and teacher.    

We focused our attention in creating an educational pathway on the Moodle platform that could 

enhance multilingual, digital and citizenship competences following the 2018 European 

Recommendations of the European Parliament and the Council  

 Learning languages has become necessary in today’s society,and multilingualism  

“Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL) approach is one possible option”. (Coyle, 2005, 

2007, 2010 and Marsh 2000)  

Moreover in this regard, the Italian National guidelines 2012 for lyceum and  technical institutes has 

as priority: the acquisition of digital skills as the result of work in the field in all disciplines. The use 

of ICT (Information and Communication Technologies), in fact, is instrumental to the improvement 

of classroom work and as support for the study, verification, research, recovery and personal study 

of students.  

Therefore, our  project aimed to promote the rethinking of disciplinary practices in the light of new 

multimedia and multimodal technologies and guide teachers and students in the use of these tools in 

a transversal way in teaching/learning practices. CLIL methodology promotes the sharing of best 

practices beetween teachers and students in an international dimension using synchronous and 

asynchronous tools of the network, in order to get in touch with some European realities, who have 

been experimenting with the CLIL methodology successfully for some time. 

In our project, technologies were used as a support to communicate knowledge and skills acquired, 

as in the case of the PowerPoint, or they can be part of the task. However, even the most similar 

activities to exercises - such as cloze, matching, labeling, true / false, multiple choice - commonly 

practiced on paper, present in this context elements of novelty thanks to the use of technologies. In 

fact, we used extensively programs and software to create exercises and tests of this type, the 

performance of which, gives students a playful and therefore more motivating aspects. Technology 

can facilitate the  active compilation by students of a specific glossary  technology can enhance it, 

and could lead to a  deeper student engagement and boosting important skills like creativity and 

collaboration that students will need in tomorrow’s workforce.   
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Our  experimentation project wish to demonstrate if really technology  and CLIL can enhance school 

curriculum and leading to deeper student engagement and boosting important skills like creativity 

and collaboration that students will need in tomorrow’s workforce. In order to test and evaluate this 

powerful approach we built an original pathway on the Educational  Moodle platform of University 

of Camerino.  

 

1.13 Research questions of this study 
 

Despite the extensive support for CLIL provided by the Italian Ministry of Education, many teachers 

are still not implementing CLIL in class or they perform it still in a superficial way. Therefore, this 

study sought to inquire into both key stakeholders: students and teachers. Motivational research 

related to learners and teachers contributed to a better understanding of how stakeholders motivation 

can influence curricular innovation implementation.  

The specific Research Questions (RQ) for this study are as follows: 

• RQ1: How do students perceive CLIL before and after experimentation in class? 

• RQ2: Could Students better acquire science contents through English language? Can students’ 

science learning improve using CLIL methodology?  

• RQ3: What do influence the teachers’ motivation in implementing CLIL in their classrooms?  

• RQ4: What are the perceptions and experiences of the students  after a CLIL course? 

 

1.14 Expected outcomes 
 

The expected outcomes  should be the result of the activity described  in order to satisfy the goals of 

our research. Outcomes  have to be S.M.A.R.T. 

S - Specific  

M- Measurable  

A - Attainable  

R - Relevant  

T - Time-bound 

because “What gets measured gets managed.” Lord Kelvin 1883 (“Electrical Units of Measurement” 

1883,Popular Lectures, Vol. 1, page 73): 
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Most importantly, the results of the questionnaires that students completed on the Moodle Platform 

will provide a foundation for improving the overall project and for understanding the strenght point 

as  the weak point of our research. 

Second, the results of our research project should help to stimulate other researchers. Typically, the 

research and projection of learning needs and documentation of specific learning development 

programs will entice different type of high schools students and teachers to create more CLIL teaching 

resources encouraging schools in devolping a variety of teaching resources specific tailored on the 

High school classes,  in units of varied affordability levels. Lastly, the research provides with a 

"vision" and, thus, creates opportunities for schools that want to perform CLIL units, sharing good 

practices, stability and growth. 

1.15 Personal input to perform this research  

 
The idea comes from both my personal and professional life as explained below. 

Why did I choose to do a PhD pathway? 

In the spring of 2015 I was selected to participate at a university methodology course organized by 

the “Suor Orsola Benincasa” University which would have allowed the participating teachers (only 2 

teachers selected in each school) in possession of the C1 linguistic certification to be able to teach a 

non-linguistic discipline using the CLIL methodology for students in the last year of high school.  

Subsequently, and exactly on July 13, 2015, the Delegated Law (Legge Delega) n.107/2015, stating 

that CLIL methodology should became mandatory in Italy for quite all upper secondary schools, was 

issued, introducing the compulsory teaching of a non-linguistic discipline among those of the last 

year of high school. I had known for years that only the University of Camerino, one of the oldest in 

Italy, allowed teachers to obtain a doctorate in science education.  

 As a science teacher I considered extremely important for my professional growth to undertake this 

path. Also, the main reason for my choice consisted in the fact that despite having followed and 

almost completed the CLIL methodological course, I thought I wanted to continue studying in this 

field of educational research to consolidate my methodological skills because I did not feel ready to 

go into class and outline a CLIL path. The first reason that moved me to continue to study and search 

a PhD was to improve my skills and to understand clearly through an experimental pathway if CLIL 

methodology could enhance the students’ learning.  

I feel that this feeling, this fragility, is common to many teachers who think to continue their work in 

the classroom, but concretely improving their skills also to produce interesting teaching units in the 

science sector.  
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During all August, 2015, I was thinking more and more intensely to the realization of my project to 

participate in the selection for a doctoral position without scholarship it the University of Camerino. 

There is a very short number of CLIL trained teachers and many teachers find overwhelming to cope 

with the great responsibility to plan a CLIL unit and experiment in class and evaluate it. In Italy, there 

is a paucity of research on how to promote CLIL teachers resources. In particular the aim of this 

empirical research is to evaluate CLIL efficiency and its impact on students, according to the 

perceived obstacles to the implementation on CLIL approach in class. 

 

Chapter 2 Theoretical framework and basic concepts 
 

2.1 Constructivism. 
 

"Constructivism is the philosophical  

and scientific position that knowledge 

 arises through a process of active  

construction." 

(Mascolol & Fischer, 2005) 

The CLIL approach is an innovative  pedagogical tool which integrates language and content 

instruction in the classroom. The method agrees with the experiential constructivist model. The 

Constructivism is the reference theoretical model for the instructional design of CLIL approach. This 

model places the learner at the center of the educational process (learning centered) as an alternative 

to an educational approach based on the centrality of the teacher (teaching-centered). Constructivism 

considers the learner as a real protagonist of her/his knowledge construction process. A close 

examination of students’ performance in their reading, writing and oral tasks showed an increase in 

overall language achievement The CLIL path has improved some of their language skills, for most of 

the students, with a percentage from 54% to 69%, less in speaking skills 43%. (see Table 3). CLIL 

also highlights an educational innovation underpinned by social constructivism and presents an 

approach in which Cooperative Learning in a CLIL context is used to create a socially constructed 

learning environment  where students learn how to learn, become more autonomous, self-directed 

and intrinsically motivated. They explore the benefits of Cooperative Learning, realized from the 

social collaboration and interpersonal communication in CLIL contexts. In this way the product is 

the result of  an active construction by the subject strictly related to the concrete situation in which 

learning takes place. 
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2.2 Pedagogical Principles:the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) 

and Scaffolding  
 

Social Constructivist Model: Lev Vygotsky (1932)  
 

Vygotsky (1896-1934) socio-cultural  theories' assert that the social context at the heart of the 

learning, adults and  peer interaction processes are crucial to learning. Many tools as: physical, 

psychological, cultural and language tools contribute in directing human actions towards  learning 

but the most relevant of them is language in Vygotsky's point of view. He introduced a theory of the 

development of higher cognitive functions in children that saw the emergence of the reasoning as 

coming out through practical activity in a social context: the Social Learning Theory.  

Development and learning: ZONE of PROXIMAL DEVELOPMENT (ZPD) 

 

 

Figure 1 – Zone of Proximal Development 

ZPD is defined as the gap between the learners’ present developmental level and the level of potential 

development, which can be negotiated under the assistance of and collaboration of a more competent 

participant (Tryphon and Voneche, 1996). During this intermediate stage of learning, the student can 

be helped to progress to complete and independent proficiency by support from someone with a 

higher level of knowledge or skill than he has. 
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2.3 Scaffolding 

Pedagogical Principles Constructivist Model: Jerome Bruner (1960) 
 

Emphasis  on language: value of formats and recurrent regularities (routines). 

Bruner (1957) studied the way children learn and coined the term "scaffolding", to define the way 

children often build on the information they have already learnt.   

The outcome of cognitive development is thinking. The mind creates from experience  "generic 

coding systems that permit one to go beyond the data to new and possibly fruitful predictions" 

(Bruner, 1957 ). Thus, children, as they grow, acquire a way of representing the "recurrent 

regularities" in their environment. 

Students almost always begin with some basic knowledge of the content and of the language that they 

are going to learn. A technical noun very often utilized in CLIL methodology is “scaffolding” that 

stands for a temporary support given for people and  similar to a modular system of metal pipes which 

provides temporary support constructing buildings. The metaphor of ‘scaffolding’ means that  

collaboration in class with teacher and other students provides a  platform from which learners can 

construct the next level of understanding and knowledge. Scaffolding, enables student to build much 

higher than they could reach from the ground  without scaffolds and describes in a very clear way 

how learners can be helped to achieve things which they are not yet ready to do on their own, but this 

description is very useful to highlights that this help is only temporary and that aid can be removed 

gradually as the learner gains the necessary in order  to feel himself confident and autonomous. 

Scaffolding is done in a way that can  be removed once a building is complete. CLIL learning is a 

methodology consisting of construction of knowledge and language at the same time. This 

intermediate stage of the development of learning is often described by Vygotsky's metaphor of ‘the 

Zone of Proximal Development’ (ZPD). In each CLIL lesson, new content and new language are 

introduced to build on the foundation the students already have. Through interaction with classmates, 

with the teacher, and with multimedia resources, each student constructs new knowledge at his own 

pace, moving from simple awareness, to real understanding and proficiency. Essential for  this 

developmental learning, ZPD, is collaboration, which is crucial when teaching CLIL. To reach the 

ZPD, students require the assistance of teachers as well as children require adults or more competent 

individuals to help them in their learning. Students learn better when assisted and guided by adults, 

i.e. teachers, parents, and classmates. Interactions with other people as teachers, parents, and 

classmates are essential for reaching maximum cognitive development.  

CLIL needs a solid theoretical background to be applied effectively. Therefore, when considering 

CLIL, it is crucial to study the ZPD Vygotskian metaphor or as it provides an effective setting for 
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CLIL learning and teaching. The ZPD is known for recognizing the significance of motivating 

learners to learn while providing them with assistance. 

Through interaction with classmates, with the teacher, and with multimedia resources, each student 

constructs new knowledge at his own step, moving from simple superficial comprehension, to real 

understanding, to proficiency. 

2.4 Pedagogical principles of Constructivist Language Acquisition 

Model by Stephen Krashen (1982) 
 

The Role of Grammar in Krashen's View 
 

Stephen Krashen (born 1941) is a linguist, educational researcher. Most recently, Krashen promotes 

the use of free voluntary reading during second-language acquisition, which he says "is the most 

powerful tool we have in language education, first and second”. See below some sentences from his 

papers: 

"Language acquisition does not require extensive use of conscious grammatical rules, and does not 

require tedious drill." . According to Krashen, the study of the structure of the language can have 

general educational advantages and values that high schools and colleges may want to include in 

their language programs. 

"The best methods are therefore those that supply 'comprehensible input' in low anxiety situations, 

containing messages that students really want to hear. These methods do not force early production 

in the second language, but allow students to produce when they are 'ready', recognizing that 

improvement comes from supplying communicative and comprehensible input, and not from forcing 

and correcting production."  

"In the real world, conversations with sympathetic native speakers who are willing to help the 

acquirer understand are very helpful."   

“We acquire vocabulary best through comprehensible input”  

“Superiority of comprehensible-input based methods and  sheltered subject matter  teaching” 

Krashen, (1989; 2003) 
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2.5 Focus on my experimental work 
 

This study focuses on two  content and language integrated learning (CLIL) pathways. More  

specifically, CLIL lessons were administered in six classes were English language as L2 was used. 

The CLIL pathway explores the potential of hands-on tasks in  life science  lessons in order to 

improve contents comprehension  and learning subject-specific language. Attention was directed to   

pre-task and post-task as well as  scaffolding exercises and  hands on activities. The findings show 

that despite tasks were specifically  oriented on subject content acquiring, the majority of the 

students improved also specific language knowledge. Overall, students were  deeply engaged in the  

blended CLIL pathway administered by the Moodle Platform of University of Camerino as revealed 

by the data  findings on  the  pre test and post test perceptions. It is relevant that the central action of 

the non linguistic subject teachers has a key role to play in developing students' skills in both  

discipline contents and foreign languages, where they succeed in merging  content and language 

learning objectives.  

2.6 Motivation in L2 learning 
 

We know how important the motivation for learning languages is. 

Robert Gardner and associates conducted a remarkable  research on motivation for second language 

learning (Gardner 1985; Gardner and Lambert 1972). Researchers as well as language teachers  

recognized the important role that motivation plays in language learning. Gardner and Lambert 

distinguished two types of language learning motivation: instrumental motivation and integrative 

motivation. 

Integrative motivation characterizes some learners having a personal affinity to the people speaking 

a particular language and express the desire to belong to, and engage with, the target language culture 

as well as having favorable attitudes towards the learning situation, the teacher and the course: they 

feel the joy of learning a new language and culture.  

Learners who are in full motivated want to learn the language because they want to get to know the 

people who speak that language. Likely  English, is one of the main languages, which is essential 

today, in the wake of globalization.  Obviously, proficiency in the English language promises to reach 

the desire to ride on the wave of economic welfare in order to realize prospects of global engagement. 

To people whose first language is not English, it drives the momentum of the educational reforms 

and innovations underway in the world in that direction. High School learners could have an 

instrumental motivation to learn a language because of a practical reason such as getting into college. 
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Many college  learners have a clear instrumental motivation for language learning i.e. to understand 

lessons in order to pass the exams and that is why they are  more strongly motivated than others.   

2.7 CLIL Methodology as a great new Teaching Challenge 
 

Content and language integration is increasingly  becoming the established language teaching 

approach in Italy. Many  private schools and universities offered more CLIL courses, with English 

and content, in order  to lead long life learning of pre and in service teachers. 

Since CLIL has been introduced in regular school curricula, it has certainly represented a new 

challenge for teachers. In Italy, the new School Reform Law (art.1 c.7 L 107/2015) clearly defines 

the importance of apply CLIL methodology in schools, and recommends schools to promote it widely. 

On one hand many schools are encouraged in  promoting CLIL methodology projects in order to  

perform the  so called “Empowerment teachers” in schools. On the other hand, subject teachers are 

required to have C1 (level CFRL) linguistic certification and methodological certification too and it 

is interesting to notice that Italian teachers are among the oldest in Europe and  only a restricted 

number of colleagues succeed in gaining both. The challenge consists in unifying both subject 

teachers, for example  Science  and Language teachers, and could be helpful to organize a CLIL team 

(Foreign languages teacher together with native teacher and subject's teachers cooperating together) 

sharing teaching skills with the aim  to improve both their performance and teaching methodology 

skills. 

Marsh & Langé (2000) describe that in CLIL language learning and subjects teaching are variably 

mixed.).CLIL fits well and defines a head element in a new educational orthodoxy and can drive the 

educational global shift. Teaching some subjects through English according to CLIL  means acquiring 

both subjects and language skills   for teachers and students, but also developing  a deeper knowledge 

for their future academic study through English at University. Universities were increasingly alarmed 

for guarantying occupation of their students while  thousands of non-language specialists  were 

requested to acquire English language certification.  

” Hence the globalization of higher education was a key driver for huge demand for English in 

universities. But before some universities have been able to fully implement this policy it is being 

swept aside by an even more radical idea: that a modern university aspiring to international 

excellence must teach its courses through the medium of English. ” (Graddol, 2005) What is written 

in this text by Graddol is in line with what  happen from years at the University of Camerino which 

delivers many courses in English  guaranteeing the University a strong internationalization. 
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Chapter 3: Materials, Methods and Instruments 

3.1 E-learning environment 
During the PhD . project as e-learning environment for the organization and delivery of on-line 

courses, I used the Moodle platform [http://www.moodle.org],. 

Moodle (Modular Object-Oriented Dynamic Learning Environment) is a open source  Learning 

Content Management Systems (LCMS) to upload teaching materials, use interactive and 

collaborative tools, together with instruments to map the flux of course activities (logs, users, 

accounts), and evaluation kits (questions, games, meetings).  

Moodle is a powerful learning environments platform. The great success of this e- learning platform 

is due to the flexibility of the open source system, providing users, administrators, teachers and 

students the opportunity to make new contributions, with new applications, making it one of the most 

widely used system in education courses administered at various distances. Another advantage is 

related at the transition from teacher-centered towards student-centered learning environments. 

In addition, Moodle is the e-learning platform used by the University of Camerino since 2004 to 

deliver all its on-line teaching activities. 

The access to the platform was provided by the administrator of the educational platform of the 

University of Camerino, where the author of this PhD worked on its graphic personalization of   

learning enviroment of the platform (Figure 2). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 Screenshot of the Moodle platform used for the present research 
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  Moodle platform and CLIL methodology 
 

This path has made it possible to improve the effectiveness of the new technologies applied to the 

CLIL methodology, through the use of the Moodle open source platform, implemented with 

additional open source multimedia tools applicable to education, such as quiz and crosswords  

 Teaching is constantly accompanied by the use of the most informatic and multimedia instruments 

advanced, both in the classroom and at an instance (e-learning and blended e-learning), and in this 

context e-learning assumes a deeper meaning than the simple transfer to the web of what happens in 

the classroom, bringing together all the potential didactics related to the use of information 

technology. It represents a different way of conceiving learning, which enriches previous models 

with new functions and objectives, made possible by technologies and communication multimedia.    

Why use Moodle Platform in CLIL teaching?    
 

As asserted by Prof. Anna De Meo  regarding   L2 courses and CLIL methodology on the Orientale 

University educational Moodle Platform : 

“Tale percorso ha permesso di sperimentare l’efficacia delle nuove tecnologie applicate alla 

metodologia CLIL, attraverso l’utilizzo della piattaforma open source Moodle,implementata con 

ulteriori strumenti multimediali open source applicabili alla didattica”De Meo et al.(2013) 

And also: 

“La didattica è costantemente accompagnata dall'utilizzo delle strumentazioni informatiche e 

multimediali più avanzate, sia in aula sia a distanza (e-learning e blended e-learning), e, in tale 

contesto, l’e-learning assume un’accezione più profonda della semplice traslazione in rete di ciò che 

avviene in classe, riunendo in sé tutte le potenzialità didattiche legate all’uso di tecnologie 

informatiche. Rappresenta un diverso modo di concepire l'apprendimento, che arricchisce i modelli 

precedenti con funzioni e obiettivi nuovi, resi possibili dalle tecnologie e dalla comunicazione 

multimediale.” De Meo et al.(2013) 

 

Moodle benefits teachers and students with a learning environment which is fun, innovative and 

creative, and filled with purpose, to enhance their knowledge and help them in taking up as well as 

completing assignments on the go and it is interesting in order to teach with CLIL methodology. 

Moodle has a friendly environment which joins many teachers and students around the world 

connects a student in need of a teacher indeed which is a real technological advantage it represents a 

precious tool. Likewise, Moodle  in order to Some of the features that can attract students along with 

teachers it is a valuable tool particularly adapted into personalizing science teaching with CLIL 
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methodology because of help in inserting audio files that can improve writing reading speaking and 

listening. 

Videos  

Assessment Submission 

Discussion Forum 

Files Download 

Grading 

Online quizzes 

Gamification of study material and problems 

The Moodle platform guarantees accessibility and favors inclusion let anyone opportunity to improve 

also hesitant or introvert students, the aim is always the same none stay behind. Moodle is a vital tool 

to use where one can readily choose videos on any topic or a course in any language. 

The features mentioned above help a hesitant student in repeating the test or task and can improve his 

knowledge respecting individual learning time over a certain topic, students can read daily posts on 

forum and comments, take–up to an online quiz and lastly play a game related to application based 

problems to help them reduce stress, release worries and build their knowledge. 

The opportunity of open–source learning without the wastage of paper, pen or any other resources 

which are unceasingly getting scarce becomes a more than valid reason to decide for e-learning via 

Moodle. Students waste a lot of time over social media platforms but if they can join Moodle and turn 

this valuable time over discussion forums. Thus can solve two purposes at the same time which they 

making friends or social sharing as well as resourceful learning. Last, but not least, the teachers' 

prospect of monitoring all the students' activities real time so a teacher can observe and measure how 

many times students have been on the same activities and analyze also if that was difficult for students 

to learn in this way teachers can succeed in performing better and better their teaching. 

 

3.2 Research design: quasi-experimental methods 
 

As research design for my P.h.D project I used the quasi experimental method. The distinction 

between real experiments and almost experiments is due to Campbel and Stanley (1963). An almost 

experimental design is characterized by three specific circumstances: 

a) controlled manipulation of the variables examined; 

b) groups of subjects whose equivalence is not guaranteed as they are not casualized in the 

sampling and assignment phase of subjects to groups; 

c) hypothesis mostly in the form of a relational link between associative variables (covariation). 
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So, unlike what happens for the real experimental drawings, in the almost experimental designs the 

researcher does not have the faculty to create the groups according to a pre-arranged sampling and 

assignment plan, but he is forced to operate on already existing and pre-established groups, not having 

therefore the guarantee that these groups can be considered equivalent. Of course the non-equivalence 

of the groups will result in weaker conclusions (characterized by a greater degree of uncertainty) than 

those of a real experiment, that is, with a lower degree of internal validity. Even  if the hypotheses of 

a quasi-experimental design are generally weaker than those of real experiments (simple association 

between variables rather than causal links), it should, however, be noted that the quasi-experimental 

situation is quite typical of the scholastic research, in which the groups of subjects are mostly of the 

already established classes, and even more rarely it can be assigned randomly by the teachers, as in 

our case. 

3.2.1 Plan with two non-equivalent groups 
 

As tecnique of quasi experimental disegn we chose the “Plan with two non-equivalent groups”. 

The experimental design with two equivalent groups and the quasi-experimental one presented here 

differ in two essential aspects. The first is that in the quasi experimental design the groups are not 

equivalent. Then second is that the comparison of the results of the two groups is not carried out 

between the results of the two post-tests but between the differences between pre- and post-test as 

shown in Table 1. 

 

 

 

Table 2. Scheme of Plan with two non equivalent groups 

EG: Experimental group; CG: Control group 

 

The most important aspect to analyze is regarding the consequences of the lack of equivalence 

between the two groups, which evidently has major repercussions on the internal validity. This serious 

drawback can be partially limited  using carefully   the pre-test: this fact allows us to determine (at 

least for the variables measured by the pre-test itself) if the starting situation of the two groups can 

be considered similar or not. 

However, it should be noted that very rarely a pre-test can supply complete informations on all the 

significant differences between the two groups, and therefore, even in the presence of similar results 

in the pre-tests, it is however difficult and risky to talk about group equivalence. 
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Precisely because of the risk of significant differences between groups, it is not possible to directly 

compare the final results achieved in the post-tests; these always refer to the different starting 

situations highlighted by the pre-tests: this is the meaning of the calculation of the differences in the 

last column of Tab. 1. 

One of the most typical implementation methods of the design with two non-equivalent groups 

consists in choosing two (or more) preformed class groups. Especially if the class groups have a past 

history, they will be well defined by different ecological (environmental) characteristics, by different 

educational paths, by different operating styles, by a different student-teacher relationship, and so on. 

If then also the teachers are not assigned randomly but are confirmed those already operating in the 

classes, a new relevant disturbance variable (the teacher variable) takes over. 

We limited teacher variable, in fact the author of this PhD thesis carried on all the phases of 

experimentation in class on her own taking lesson and substituting  herself to  the teacher that was 

however  in class (10 hours for the CLIL pathway  Stem Cells and Bioethics  or DNA  and 

Karyotyping  in English and also 10 hours of the pathway in Italian on one of the pathway mentioned 

before with the same hours and same teaching resources). 

3.3 Context of the study 
 

CLIL (Content  and  Language  Integrated Learning) is an innovative approach that fosters students 

in their motivation in learning bringing Biology contents through English language learning  in a 

cross curricular way, developing  a positive attitude and raising students' self-esteem.  

To perform the research project, two didactic units were built (Stem Cells and Bioethics and DNA 

and Karyotyping) using the CLIL methodology and the English language. The identical modules were 

built in Italian Language using the identical educational videos and same activities in order to 

compare the students' learning in the two pathways: CLIL and NON CLIL.  

The teaching resources of each module were inserted into the Educational Moodle platform of the 

University of Camerino. I decided to use the platform because the CLIL methodology is favored by 

technologies' using ( see E- CLIL). To minimize the learning environment variables was attempted 

for the CLIL modules in English and for the modules in Italian (not CLIL) the same learning 

environment, same materials and tools. 

After the realization of the didactic modules, we moved on to the provision of didactic courses 

involving six high school classes for a total of 181 students. Each class has followed  

 a course from a CLIL module on an issue (eg Stem Cells and Bioethics or  DNA and Karyotyping) 

and the non-CLIL module in Italian on the second topic (eg, DNA and Karyotyping). This is to have 

a control between the CLIL and non-CLIL methodology within the classes in order to have a 
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comparison on the effectiveness of the CLIL methodology and then evaluate if the CLIL methodology 

could help and facilitate students in grasping  science  contents better than traditional metodology.  

  In order to test the modules' efficacy according to the following research questions: 

• RQ1: How do students perceive CLIL before and after experimentation in class? 

• RQ2: Could Students better acquire science contents through English language? Can 

students’ Science learning improve using CLIL methodology? 

entry/post test as also perceptions pre-post tests were administered at the beginning of each teaching 

module with the post test at the end. 

In the figure 3 we report the timeline of the research project. 

 

 

Figure 3. The timeline of the research project. 
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3.4 Metodology and Materials 
Participants 

CLIL methodology in Italy is mandatory in the last year of High School  (students aged 17-19). This 

is the reason why we focus our attention on the last classes of the high School. 

The study was conducted with a total of  181 Italian students (109 females, 72 males) of two High 

School of Naples for a total of seven classes as reported in Figure 4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Classes involved in experimentation  

 

3.4.1 Learning activity  
 

During the PhD . project, I realized four teaching pathways: Two CLIL  units in English were 

provided  and the same two pathways were supplied in Italian in order to have a control. 

3.4.2 The Entry/Post test 
 

Two CLIL  units in English were provided  and the same two pathways were provided in Italian in 

order to have a control. 

The disciplinary entry test was administered  at the very beginning of  experimentation and the 

same questionnaire was repeated at the end of the CLIL/NON CLIL path in order to analyzing the 

increasing knowledge.  

Two questionnaires were administered: one referring  DNA and Karyotyping (the test was composed 

of 15 questions. See annex n.1) and the other regarding Stem cells and Bioethics (was composed by 

11 questions. See annex n.2.). So, two questionnaires were administered, looking at evaluate the  

DNA and Karyotyping knowledge and the other regarding Stem cells and Bioethics. Stem Cells and 

bioethics is a very actual and interesting topic but sadly there is nothing on the test book and this is 

the reason why we have chosen it for a deeper learning. Many were the videos embedded on the 

School and classes Location 
CLIL mandatory in the last year of 

High School. 

Students/class 

Liceo Mazzini 

Naples 

Science High School     Class V A 28 

Science High School     Class V B 29 

Science High School     Class V G 30 

Liceo Villari 

Human Science             Class V A 19 

Human Science             Class V B 19 

Linguistic High School  Class V B 27 

Linguistic High School  Class V C 29 

TOTAL 181 
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Moodle Platform. Students have also understood the differences beetween stem cells (totipotent, 

multipotent, pluripotent and unipotent) and also original images were made by the author of this PhD 

thesis. 

3.4.3 The Pre/Post perception test 
 

Also perception pre- post tests were administered  at the beginning and at the end of the pathway. 

All the questionnaires were administered online. We used Moodle platform, a precious tool, in order 

to monitorate all students actions and assessments, the mode of data collection was facilitated.The 

electronic questionnaire  is a powerful tool that eases the realisation of surveys based on very complex 

questionnaires and is used more and more. 

The test questionnaires were built upon these elements: 

-Type and number of expected information 

 - A review of questionnaires already used in similar surveys at the Istituto Regionale di Ricerca 

Educativa del Veneto “ QUADERNO n° 2 Apprendo in Lingua 2 Educazione bilingue: l’uso 

veicolare della lingua straniera La sperimentazione” (Graziano Serragiotto “Il soggetto apprendente 

nel CLIL”pg 40-47).  This author developed, validated and used an original  perception questionnaire,  

so we adapted to our  research this tool built, revised and validated through a wide involvement on 

validated materials (obtained from published research) of CLIL education research.  

 

The LICEO MAZZINI and the LICEO VILLARI  

 

Experimentations were carried on in two historic Schools in Naples: the Liceo Mazzini and the Liceo 

Villari. 

 

Figure 5 – Liceo Mazzini 

Liceo G. Mazzini is a very old school in Naples; since its establishment in the immediate post-war 

period, it has represented a point of reference for the young people of the whole district of Naples. 

Nowadays, it is also a point of reference in CLIL teaching, especially for teachers, because it hosted 

both CLIL learning courses and Language certification courses for teachers belonging to the whole 

region district. 
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Figure 6 – Liceo Villari 

 LICEO VILLARI is another historic school in Naples. Royal Magistral Institute PASQUALE 

VILLARI arose in Naples, in virtue of the RR. DD. on the Reform of the Middle School, issued on 

May 6 and June 26, 1923. In all these years, it has been a cutting-edge school for teaching in Naples 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3 – Schools and experimentation in classes 

  

School and classes Location 
CLIL mandatory in the last year of 

High School. 

Students/class 

Liceo Mazzini 

Naples 

Science High School   Class V A 28 

Science High School   Class V B 29 

Science High School   Class V G 30 

Liceo Villari 

Human Science       Class V A 19 

Human Science       Class V B 19 

Linguistic High School Class V B 27 

Linguistic High School Class V C 29 

TOTAL 181 
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3.4.4 DNA  and Karyotyping Pathway (Teacher’s Notes) 

 
The unit on DNA will take at least ten hours to be completed.  

Estimated time for each unit takes  60-90 minutes 

Step 1 Introduction                                                                

 Vocabulary, Reading Speaking Listening 

Objective What is DNA?  Understanding through watching two videos: 

1)    Our molecular selves Video 

2)    James Watson Explains DNA Base pairing”(Video was taken 

from www.dnalc.org). 

Learning Objectives The arrangement of DNA building blocks in a gene specifies the order of 

amino acids in the protein it codes for. 

Amino acids are the building blocks of proteins. 

The sequence of amino acids in a protein determines its structure and 

function. 

Living things make proteins the same way. 

Estimated time 60-90 minutes 

Step 2        Practice activities (Building CLIL Scaffolds) 
 Vocabulary, Writing, Reading 

Activity 1 Make your own crossword 

Create your own DNA  crossword puzzle! It is fun and an easy way to 

understand scientific glossary. Just enter a list of words with hints that give 

clues for each word. You can also enter a title and some instructions that 

you want to be printed on your puzzle. Then just press the Create button.  

For this task, you can work in a group. Here  there are some links : 

https://worksheets.theteacherscorner.net/make-your-own/crossword/ 

Activity 2 Cloze test   

A cloze test is a simple exercise where a text has certain words removed 

and put below the test Students must suggest suitable alternatives to go in 

the gap. 

Cloze tests are common activities useful to focus on a particular language 

item. They can be used to check new scientific glossary or, for example, to 

test verb tenses. You have to put in the right order the missing words 

rewriting the sentences filling the gaps with right words and uploading the 

file on the Moodle platform.  

Step 3 Production     Discussion in class                                   

 Vocabulary, Reading Speaking 

Aims This should be a discussion with the whole class. They may already know 

DNA. This Step will be about glossary related to DNA: nitrogen bases are 

included so that the students can later identify how happens base pairing in 

the double helix. They may already be able to say that in the initial 

discussion 

Step4 Production Hands-on Activities: DNA extraction and "Be a cytogeneticist 

for a Day" 

Hands-on Activities DNA extraction  

Be a cytogeneticist for a Day 
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3.4.5 CLIL STEM CELLS (Teacher’s Notes) 
 

The unit on CLIL Stem Cells will take at least ten hours to be completed.  

Estimated time for each unit takes  60-90 minutes 

Step 1 Introduction                                                                
 Vocabulary, Reading, Speaking 

Aim Understand what a stem cell is. What is a stem cell 
Learning Objectives Stem cells Classification totipotent, pluripotent, multipotent stem cells 

and adult stem cells. Prometheus’s myth and liver regeneration 

Stem cells represent a very exciting and intriguing topic of modern 

biology. Scientists study stem cells to understand the development of 

cells and to study diseases such as cancer. In the future, they want to use 

stem cells to develop new drugs and to find treatments for diseases 

including multiple sclerosis, heart disease and diabetes 

Estimated Time 60-90 minutes/unit    

Step 2 Understanding through watching two videos:        

1) Stem cells - the future: an introduction to iPS cells 

2) Conversations: ethics, science, stem cells (an Eurostem video) 
 Vocabulary, Reading, Speaking, Listening 

Aim Understanding specific glossary reading English subtitles 

Step 3 Practice activities (Building CLIL Scaffolds) 
 Vocabulary, Writing, Reading. 

Activity 1 Make your own crossword 

Aim Understanding stem cells and their therapeutic value 
 Create your own Stem Cells crossword puzzle! It is fun and an easy way 

to understand scientific glossary. Just enter a list of words with hints that 

give clues for each word. You can also enter a title and some instructions 

that you want to be printed on your puzzle. Then just press the Create 

button.  For this task, you can work in a group. Here  there are some links 

: 

https://worksheets.theteacherscorner.net/make-your-own/crossword/ 

Activity 2 Compare and Contrast                   
 Vocabulary, Writing ,Reading, Speaking, Listening Test structures 
 Totipotent and Pluripotent 

Activity 3 Compare and Contrast                   
 Vocabulary, Reading, Speaking, Listening Test structures 
 Pluripotent and Adult Stem cells and their opportunity to develop  

Activity 4   How to make  a Stem cells Mind mind map 

Aim: recognize different stem cells. Using a graphic organizer in order 

to analyse different 

Step 4 Production, Discussion in class                  

Writing,Reading,Speaking,Listening interacting 

Activity This task  should be a discussion with the whole class. They may already 

know Stem Cells . This Step will be about glossary related to potentiality  

and use in therapy of Stem cells. Students may already be able to say that 

in the initial discussion. 
  

http://sasdida.unicam.it/moodle/mod/url/view.php?id=1306
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Step 5 Production, Writing Reading Speaking Listening 
Activity Write a report .Students will write an article on Stem Cells  and 

Bioethics on the changing times newspaper a local newspaper 
 You are an international free lance  requests one of your article on Stem 

Cell. Read the newspaper answer the questions and finally write an 

article on your own to submit to newpaper. 

Step 6 Production, Writing,Reading,Speaking,Listening 
Activity Let's start a role play game on Stem Cells !!! Are you ready? 

Learning Objective Discuss  the ethical and moral issues focused by stem cell Research 

issues connected with stem cell research. Brainstorming is important to 

develop a new citizenship. 

- to improve reading speaking  skills in the interaction. 

- to develop the ability to work cooperatively in a group 

- to develop the ability to deduce meaning from the context 

- to expand fluency of text structures 

- focus on new scientific glossary 

- to work both with content and language 

- to know and appreciate a scientific publication even if in a simplified 

version and with the tutor help. 

 

Table 3 DNA  and Karyotyping Pathway  CLIL STEM CELLS (Teacher’s Notes) 

 

  

http://sasdida.unicam.it/moodle/mod/workshop/view.php?id=1307
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As shown in Annex 2 relative to the DNA pathway and karyotyping, videos were administered to 

make this educational path more interesting and engaging. Particularly engaging videos were used 

that allow visualizing the structure of DNA in an innovative way. The sources of such videos are 

mainly at the National Human Genome Research Institute Education website (NHGRI)  

https://www.genome.gov/. 

 The first video “Our molecular selves” regards a tour inside the body of a boy and takes students 

"inside" for a close-up look at how we're made. Watching inside cells, students can better 

understand the mysteries of the DNA, chromosomes and human genome. To learn more about the 

topic, a variety of materials including interactive module, quizzes, and videos were offered to 

provide engaging, and straightforward content.  

From the same website, we took also the English transcript in order to focus the students' study on 

the specific micro-language and glossary. In fact there the transcript was used also to perform a  

cloze test, students have to fill the gap in order to improve specific language knowledge. Cloze tests 

are common activities useful to focus on a particular language item. They can be used to check new 

scientific glossary or, for example, to test verb tenses. Students have to put in the right order the 

missing words rewriting the sentences filling the gaps with right words and uploading the file. 

James Watson Explains DNA Basepairing”(Video was taken from www.dnalc.org). 

 The Second video embedded on the Moodle Platform is very stunning for students that shows 

James Watson Nobel Prize working out the structure of DNA. 

He illustrates in which way together with Crick discovered in which way were collocated the base 

pairs in DNA in order to understand the exact structure of DNA. He cut cardboard form to perform 

a DNA double helix In 1953, James Watson and Francis Crick understood the structure of DNA. 

This beautiful molecule opened  a new era of research into the code of life Originally created for 

DNA Interactive (http://www.dnai.org) 

Building CLIL Scaffolds. Make your own crossword 

In this section, students build their own scaffolds with fun activities as: 

Create your own DNA  crossword puzzle! It is fun and an easy way to understand scientific 

glossary. Just enter a list of words with hints that give clues for each word. Here  there are some 

links : 

https://worksheets.theteacherscorner.net/make-your-own/crossword/ 

http://www.puzzle-maker.com/CW/ 

http://www.printablecrosswordmaker.com/crossword_maker/crossword_maker.jsp 

 

https://www.genome.gov/
http://www.dnai.org/
https://worksheets.theteacherscorner.net/make-your-own/crossword/
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All the DNA Crosswords are collected in a folder on the Moodle Platform. Each module contains 

scaffolding exercises and other laboratory activities such as role-playing games, karyotyping and 

protocols for extracting DNA with poor material, filling the spaces, crossword puzzles, and 

conceptual maps.   

Hands-on Activities: DNA extraction and "Be a cytogeneticist for a Day" 

Students are generally involved in hands-on activities, so we organized a DNA extraction from kiwi 

fruit. Also, an exercise called“Be a cytogeneticist for a day” was totally originally designed. 

Students could feel to be cytogeneticists for a day because they can be involved in making a 

diagnosis analyzing and performing a chromosomal map in the group. I designed five chromosomal 

maps. In each case, the baby patient was affected by one of the different genetic syndromes: Down, 

Turner, Klinefelter, Edward. There was only a case of a healthy baby female. I designed the original 

teacher resources as chromosomal maps on her own, the learning space on the platform creating 

interactive activities as tasks, cloze test crosswords, graphic organizers and an entry test at the very 

beginning of the unit in order to analyze the knowledge of the students on the content. To complete 

the unit there were also hands-on activities. A post-test was administered at the end of the pathway. 

The last topic in the DNA module is Griffith's experiment and the transforming principle. 

3.4.6 Stem cells and Bioethics CLIL module  
 

This module starts with an entry test focused on understanding what you know about stem cells before 

starting our educational pathway. The aim is to figure out what students have learned from the mass 

media, newspapers provided us with good basic knowledge or if it has led to confusion on this issue 

and if so, it must be better investigated in the future. Students have to reply, then, with confidence. 

INTRODUCTION TO THE MODULE:What is a stem cell? 

Stem cells  represent a very exciting and intriguing topic of modern biology. 

Many animals like star fish, newt, planaria can regenerate missing parts of their body and scientists 

have known this from ages. A human being can’t replace a missing leg or a finger but our bodies are 

constantly regenerating tissues like skin and blood and others. In the 1950s, scientists for the first 

time performed experiments with bone marrow  and they revealed the identity of the  powerful  cells 

: the stem cells in our bodies, that allow us to regenerate some tissues. It was a such important 

discovery that led to the development of bone marrow transplantation, a very common therapy widely 

used in medicine. The skin cell renewal, for example, is a specialized function that all of us have 

intuitive daily experience with. Similarly we have all had the experience of cutting  ourselves with a 

knife and seeing  how new cells replaced their damaged precessors. How long skin epidermidis cells  

take to renewal themselves ? The skin epidermidis cells turnover time is about 30 days. Red blood 
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cells have a lifetime in our blood stream of about 4 months. At the same time whenever we donate 

blood or give blood samples for clinical analysis  there is no  problem for draining our circulatory 

system. 

STEM CELLS 

This topic is particularly suited to the teaching of CLIL because it is interdisciplinary, combining 

exciting biology, intriguing politics and an important opportunity for ethical analysis. It is important 

notice that without stem cells none of us would be here. In fact zygote is the first  stem cell of a new 

human being. It is intuitive that there is a lot of growth and development from a fertilized egg. Stem 

cells are involved in regeneration, aging and also cloning technology. So the aim was to start 

reviewing some aspects of basic biology and after we focused on stem cells and bioethics. Many 

scientists for decades focused their research projects on these cells believing that stem 

cells represent the future of medicine. They  are working  to create therapies  that replace damaged 

cells with tissues grown from stem cells, offering opportunities and hope to their patients. Stem 

cells could provide a strategic route for researchers to  a better understanding of the basic biology of 

the human body but also could develop new drugs for people suffering from many diseases like 

cancer, diabetes, cardiovascular disease, spinal cord injuries. On one hand, researchers has raised 

high hopes for the therapeutic possibilities (in fact now they can afford to treat diseases currently 

incurable as Diabetes, Parkinson, SLA, Leukemia), but, on the other hand, research on stem 

cells resulted in a large debate in society because their study involves the destruction in some cases 

of human embryos. This is a simple introduction to a very complex topic  and  it is destined to those 

who wish to learn more about the features of stem cells, the different types of stem cells, the 

possible cures and a draft of their use in science in next future. However, this topic will also be very 

useful for those who wish to comprehend the reasons, to discuss about the ethical issues involved, 

and to understand what is the ethical debate behind this important area of research, engaging 

students in classroom with some activities in order to make them better citizens.  

Prometheus’s myth and  liver regeneration 

In the myth of Prometheus it is described for the first time what is the amazing ability of the liver to 

"repair itself". Legend said that when Prometheus transgressed the laws of the ancient Gods and stole 

fire and gave it to humans and taught them civilization and the arts, the wrath of the Gods hits him 

with a terrible punishment: Jupiter chained the great Titan to a flank of Mount Caucasus to face a 

vulture that every day tears out his liver and devoured it and every night when the vulture departed 

Prometheus lay there in agony, but his liver regenerated itself. 

http://sasdida.unicam.it/moodle/mod/quiz/view.php?id=1108
http://sasdida.unicam.it/moodle/mod/quiz/view.php?id=1108
http://sasdida.unicam.it/moodle/mod/quiz/view.php?id=1108
http://sasdida.unicam.it/moodle/mod/quiz/view.php?id=1108
http://sasdida.unicam.it/moodle/mod/quiz/view.php?id=1108
http://sasdida.unicam.it/moodle/mod/quiz/view.php?id=1108
http://sasdida.unicam.it/moodle/mod/quiz/view.php?id=1108
http://sasdida.unicam.it/moodle/mod/quiz/view.php?id=1108
http://sasdida.unicam.it/moodle/mod/quiz/view.php?id=1108
http://sasdida.unicam.it/moodle/mod/quiz/view.php?id=1108
http://sasdida.unicam.it/moodle/mod/quiz/view.php?id=1108
http://sasdida.unicam.it/moodle/mod/quiz/view.php?id=1108
http://sasdida.unicam.it/moodle/mod/quiz/view.php?id=1108
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So in the morning his liver continued to regenerate as fast as most will voraciously devoured. It is 

important to notice that if instead of liver  the vulture had devoured the hearth, this organ couldn’t 

have the same ability in regenerating itself . 

There is no convincing evidence that ancient Greeks had any specific knowledge about liver 

regeneration, a concept introduced in the early 19th century. 

It took several millennia before science, and in particular cell biology, could unravel the "mystery" 

which was the basis of the regenerative capacity of human tissues. In fact now we know for sure that 

stem cells are rare in adult tissues and generally hidden together with thousands of ordinary cells. 

Stem cells are characterized by being not yet differentiated cells, so they have a high proliferative 

capacity and at the same time are able to transform, or to differentiate into more mature cellular 

elements with specific functions. The stable tissues, such as liver precisely, would instead normally 

not  able to regenerate the cells but they can regain the ability to proliferate upon the occurrence of 

damage. 

Regardless of the intrinsic regenerative capacity of each fabric, the stem cells of an epithelial 

derivation could only give rise to cells of ectodermal origin, as well as stem cells of connective tissue 

origin could derive exclusively cells of mesodermal origin, and so on, so differentiation could only 

occur within the same histological type or embryonic source leaflet. 

A Stem Cells Story (EuroStem) VIDEO 

All the videos embedded in the Moodle Platform have been taken from the Eurostem website 

This stunning  16 minute video  will introduce us in the world of stem cell  and medical research. 

This movie  makes  think about on the complexity of this topic and above all on ethical implications.  

What is a  stem cell?  Which type of cells can give rise to stem cells? Below there is a  list of awards 

and honours and other recognitions bestowed upon this movie received  over the last 6 years, most 

notably the award as the Best short film, Scinema (Australia). It is available the transcript to students 

so they can improve specific English glossary. 
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What are adult and iPS cells?  Stem cells - the future: an introduction to iPS cells VIDEO 

This is the second video concerning the innovative research of Prof.Shinia Yamanaka that won the 

Nobel Prize in 2012. Shinya Yamanaka of Kyoto University in Japan was an  orthopedic surgeon and 

as scientist he had many difficult patients, no treatments and they were suffering from terrible spinal 

cord injuries that was searching a cure and that was the aim of his research that have been working 

for 10 years on stem cells. He reprogrammed adult mouse cells into embryonic-like “pluripotent” iPS 

cells (induced pluripotent stem cells, iPS cells). His  revolutionary research project had proved that  

mature cells could turn backwards in time and become younger. In this way , he revealed that just 

four genes could act turning adult cells in “baby” ones, in other words  transforming them in stem 

cells and then convert them forward in any other cell.  Adult stem cells have got their own identity 

after the activation of some factors (proteins), reducing one by one these factors and monitoring the 

action of other genes he succeeded in making the cells become younger. 

Let’s start talking about stem cells: Totipotent,pluripotent, Multipotent Different types and 

location of stem cells 

Here are others chapters of the Moodle Platform in which I explained the different types and location 

of stem cells while in the chapter : 

Building CLIL Scaffolds. Make your own crossword  

students can cooperate to  perform different tasks as mind map or crosswords available on  the moodle 

platform.In this section students build their own scaffolds with fun activities, such as: 

Create your own Stem Cells  crossword puzzle! It is amazing and an easy way to understand scientific 

glossary. For a deep understand of the differences between stem cells in this section: ”Compare and 

Contrast” students can use a graphic organizer in order to analyse in details the similarity and the 

differences. Students can use a Test Structure, a very precious tool, useful to organize ideas properly in 

order to realize a speech or to write an article. 

https://datadeb.files.wordpress.com/2012/02/001_text_structures-deb-wahsltrom.pdf 

On the platform there is also the opportunity to build a Stem Cells  mind map in order to have clear 

ideas about differences and similarity. 

 

 

BIOETHICS 

It is useful to give rise a debate on ethical implications of a scientific and technological development. 

It is important to provide a stimulus. It could be a short video that introduces and  addresses the main 

https://datadeb.files.wordpress.com/2012/02/001_text_structures-deb-wahsltrom.pdf
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concepts that you think will involve everyone. At the very beginning of this section students watched 

an EuroStem video: 

“Conversations: ethics, science, stem cells”, the topic is a cutting edge theme that can be discussed in 

class and involve different disciplines, such as Science, Philosophy, English, Religion, Citizenship.  

Human embryonic stem cell lines are generated from blastocysts - early human embryos. But what 

are blastocysts, and when does personhood begin? What justifies research? Doctors, scientists, 

ethicists, theologians and a patient bring their different points of view, in this thought-provoking 

exploration of the ethical issues surrounding Stem cells research. 

STEM CELLS’ ROLE PLAY CARDS (ANNEX 6) 

(CHARACTERS: Judge, jury, Priest, Social Worker, Doctor,six Joker,Scientists, etc..) 

Using role plays in class allows students to practice speaking in a conversational situation. The short 

role play situations on the cards let  students feel more  confident reading and their English fluency  

get better, students can  assess progress, and put their own learning into action. There are different 

types of role plays, but there is often overlap and sometimes situations may combine two or more of 

these elements. This role play situation puts participant on a collision course promoting with strenght 

their opinion and  asks them to do their best. On the opposite the judge and jury will practice the 

cooperative role play that takes the opposite tack and requires participants to work together for the 

common good. At the end all partecipants will help each other. Cooperative role plays are good above 

all for gently easing shy students into conversations and for building relationships within a student 

group. Original role play cards (that I realized originally) were distribute to the students in class 

containing different phrases for giving advice during short role play situations, for using them while 

talking about stem cells. In class all  students sit in circle except the Jury that is located at the center 

of the classroom 

The Joker is an active respectable common citizen and a blogger with all your moral values, the “next 

door person”. He says about himself “I am a citizen of the world“. 

Joker reads newspapers everyday and in this play he expresses his own thing about the use of stem 

cells in medicine.. 

He is simply expressing his own ideas . 

Role play is  a collaborative and creative way of learning. We shuffled and distributed the cards one  

each participant. Students were invited to read cards and play their role remembering that unusual 

and innovative thought  were welcomed and appreciated. They had to convince all people 

remembering the  eyes-contact shuffle ( in other words, look around at eye level ). 

Moreover, during the role play by answering questions about ethics and stem cells students could 

improve learning specific scientific glossary. 
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Students practice realistic survival English skills . This is an excellent way to build students’ 

confidence in their ability to function in real situations. Talking about science, stem cells and ethics, 

students interrogate themselves  about social choices and improve  the meaning  of citizenship and 

democracy driving forward a better model for citizens of the future. 

We set the scene and create an atmosphere, arranging seating in a circle in class with no tables and 

desks in between,  so that all participants could see and hear everyone. 

We divided the class in  groups. First group:the judge with his jury d. Second group: the other students 

that has a role play card and a characters to play in the story. 

Students discussed and from brainstorming they succeeded in expressing their own idea on the theme. 

DEBATE :the rules 

Students need some thinking time to elaborate questions for discussion 

Remember to respect other people’s ideas 

Only one person speak at a time, and everyone listen and reflect 

Speaker’s give reasons for what they say. Keep the dialogue started 

Carry on discussion and keep the dialogue going, the aim is to build one big debate. 

 

 Why a role play for learning? Learning Objectives 

Discuss the ethical and moral issues derived by stem cell Research issues connected with stem cell 

research. Brainstorming is important to develop a new citizenship. 

- to improve reading skills 

- to develop the ability to work cooperatively in a group 

- to develop the ability to deduce meaning from the context 

- to expand fluency of text structures 

- focus on new scientific glossary 

- to work both with content and language 

- to know and appreciate a scientific pubblication even if in a simplified version and with the tutor 

help 

3.5 Why Bioethics in the Classroom? 
 

We decided to  work in class on current topics that could boost the debate among the students so as 

to foster democratic confrontation in the classroom and respect for the opinions of others, and the 

consequent development of active citizenship competences. Stem cells  is still  a topic completely 

ignored by the high schools textbooks in Life science, that was the reason why we wished to follow 
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closely the new research’ frontiers in order to make the study paths more interesting and more up-to-

date for students so as to guide them even more effectively and efficiently to future study paths.  

Talking about bioethics and stem cells in the classroom is not very frequent, but could be very 

important to enable teenagers in the decisive stages of their moral and cultural human growth to 

acquire a critical awareness of active citizenship that would ensure the growth of a better informed 

young generation, and hence of better citizens able to deal with choices autonomously. Teachers, 

therefore, have the task of making students able to respond autonomously to the best choices to take, 

but also to make them aware of what kind of citizens they want to be. 

An attractive way to put students at the center of their learning is to teach using genuine pathways to 

apply real-world knowledge and skills. Students are very boosted in authentic teaching paths; then, 

contextualizing lessons in daily life, promoting knowledge of bioethics, and discussing ethical 

problems related to biological and medical sciences through case studies and role-playing games in 

the classroom, centered on real-life tasks, are very  interesting for students, that consider this approach 

more useful and interesting. Bioethics is undoubtedly a very complex subject as it is characterized by 

a strong interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary topic ranging from biodiesel to bio-politics, from 

scientific, biomedical, ethical, legal, philosophical, historical knowledge and anthropological. It is 

also important to orientate and create conditions at school for the bioethics debate that should help to 

educate the student to a  deeper thought of awareness of the problem. Education in bioethics is closely 

linked to the disciplinary field of "Citizenship and Constitution" teaching and requires both the 

formation of an autonomous judgment and a strong sense of justice free from ideological pressures, 

to recognize equal dignity for all actors of the bioethical debate, without prejudice. Moreover it 

promotes the building of a critical consciousness on the main issues of bioethics and the development 

of an autonomous moral judgment and in a future perspective a pluralistic and democratic society. 

The School cannot remain far from the Italian and European cultural debate on the broad themes of 

bioethics. In this direction it is also the Memorandum of Understanding between the Ministry of 

Education and the National Committee of Bioethics, signed on 15/07/2010 which, in Article 2 (points 

b, c, d and e), that identifies some areas of intervention in schools that involve school leaders and 

teachers, but also other relevant bodies and other relevant interlocutors. To this end, there is a need 

to highlight good practices and teaching methods that are appropriate to the interdisciplinary character 

and to the dialogic vocation of bioethics. The Council of Europe provides suggestions on the use of 

limited educational content training modules (Educational Tool on Bioethical Issues) and starting 

from a stimulus question perhaps even suggested by breaking news it could boost  a bioethics debate 

in class. 
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Students through the debate are actively engaged in exploration and research and are emotionally 

involved in playing a role-game characterized by arguing strongly their own reasons. Understanding 

the reasons of others by giving life to the role-play characters engages students in complex tasks and 

thinking skills of higher order, such as analyzing, synthesizing, designing, manipulating, and 

evaluating information, and this is even more useful and concrete if it is using a second language. In 

classroom a cross-curricula pathway is very useful. Content from different disciplines lead to the 

integration of the various learning by each other and from this integration the result is much more 

adherent to reality, as it has much in common with the activities that take place every day in the world 

outside the school. 

Students to be actively involved in the Bioethics debate need information and training. Learning 

begins with a question or a problem that can only be constructive as it allows the student to build his 

own response and inquiry. The result of the didactic experience cannot be predetermined. 

The teacher has the task of assisting the students, but the discussion is conducted by the students who 

have the opportunity to look at the problem from different perspectives with the role play, they are 

reflected in the role of their characters and at the end of the discussion a student’s jury collects the 

findings and draws the conclusions that emerged from the discussion. 

Through better knowledge of bioethical problems, students will be able to better understand the 

scientific facts. Case studies help students to grasp the importance of the scientific content they are 

studying, encouraging students to use a specific scientific language, motivating them above all to 

express their bioethical questions. 

Participating as actor in a role play game in Bioethics on stem cells can promote the creation of ideas 

very important in a global word era. The concept is to point to a student centered learning fostering 

student to “get in the shoes” of someone who need to be cured with stem cells because is suffering 

from Parkinson disease while another for religious reasons is adverse. From the brainstorming in class 

good questions encourage students to make choices and to express themselves and this cross 

curricular pathway can transfer science contents and build  concrete skills. (see Role play cards on 

Bioethics expecially created in CLIL path on the Educational Moodle Platform of University of 

Camerino in order to stimulate a Bioethics debate in the classroom. Each student can choice a card 

of a person and act in their place.Critical thinking capacity is essential for empowering persons to 

cope with changing times. 
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3.6 The  experimentation in class 
 

The experimentation was divided into 10 hours of lessons, including satisfaction questionnaires for 

students and teachers. 

The experimentation began on November 23rd 2016 at Liceo Mazzini in Naples on two classes of 

Scientific High School to the end in mid-February 2017 and then continued, as mentioned above, at 

the end of February 2017 until the first days of June at the Liceo Villari (two fifth classes of Linguistic 

High School and two fifth classes of Human Science High School). 

The hours of experimentation per class lasted 20 hours CLIL course (in English, 10 hours), Non-

CLIL course (in Italian, 10 hours).  

The six classes have therefore totaled 120 hours of experimentation of which 60 in English on CLIL 

and 60 in Italian. The experimentation was conducted in class by the author of the PhD Thesis also 

in order to reduce the variability in experimentation between the classes. 

The research work was divided into the following phases and times (for simplicity we indicate the 

case of 2 classes indicated by A and B): 

Phase 1 Class A (duration 10 hours-lesson per class, to be carried out in 2 months of lessons): 

 Pre-test (in Italian) 

 DNA activity (in italian) 

 post-test (in Italian) 

Phase 2 Class A (duration 10 hours-lesson per class, to be carried out in 2 months of lessons): 

 Pre-test (in English) 

 educational activity on Stem Cells and Bioethics (applying the CLIL methodology) 

 post-test (in English) 

Phase 1 Class B (duration 10 hours-lesson per class, to be completed in 2 months of lessons): 

 Pre-test (in English) 

 DNA activity (applying the CLIL methodology) 

 post-test (in English) 

Phase 2 Class B (duration 10 hours-lesson per class, to be carried out in 2 months of lessons): 

 Pre-test (in Italian) 

 educational activities on Stem Cells and Bioethics (in Italian languige) 

 post-test (in Italian) 

Phase 3 (max 2 hours-lesson per class, 1 month after Phase 1) 

 delayed post-test 

 brief interview (interview) with the teacher of the class 
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Data collection and data analysis 

For the data collection we used different tools: 

All information about data were tracked by Educational Moodle Platform of University of Camerino. 

In detail we used:  

1. Self-filled in perception questionnaires with closed and open-ended questions. 

2. Multiple choice pre test and post test 

3. The learning analytics given by Moodle elearning platform 

We administered perceptions questionnaires (see Table 2 page 60). 

Moreover also was analyzed the teachers’ perception of the CLIL methodological approach and 

evaluated their enthusiasm for implementing the programme in their class. 
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Chapter 4 - Experimental setting - Research on CLIL in 

a topic of  Life Science  : an overview on  perception 

questionnaires  

 

ENTRY /POST TEST Questionnaire Items 
 
 

Pre- and post perception questionnaires were administered in order to analyse how students felt about 

Life Science CLIL courses and their mood before and after  performing entry /post ‐training 

questionnaires. 

All the questionnaires were administered online. We used the Moodle platform as a precious tool in 

order to monitorate all students actions and assessments; also, the mode of data collection was 

facilitated. The electronic questionnaire  is a powerful tool that eases the realisation of surveys based 

on very complex questionnaires and is used more and more. 

The questionnaires were built upon these elements: 

-Discussion with experts and researchers from University of Camerino 

-Type and number of expected information 

- A review of questionnaires already used in similar surveys by the "Istituto Regionale di Ricerca 

Educativa del Veneto depending on Ministry of Education “Graziano Serragiotto, (2007) (pg 40-47) 

(Annex 1) already developed, validated and used,  inspired us  to perform our  perception 

questionnaires,  that we adapted to our  research.  This tool was revised and validated through a wide 

search on already validated/published materials on  CLIL education research. 
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4.1 Students’ Perception Questionnaire regarding effectiveness of 

CLIL methodology on Life Science’s learning. 
 

Overall entry perception questionnaire  
 

“LICEO VILLARI” + “LICEO MAZZINI”  

            “LICEO MAZZINI” STUDENTS = 87 (3 classes) 

            “LICEO VILLARI” STUDENTS  = 94 (4 Classes) 

            TOTAL 181 students 

 

From the Overall Entry Perception Questionnaire – “Liceo Villari” + “Liceo Mazzini” as it is 

illustrated in Table 3, students affirm that they have not had the opportunity to follow 

educational courses online (74%) but they till now had the opportunity to follow disciplinary 

courses in English (53%). It is clear that, on one hand students feel that they consider important 

and useful the experience of learning through a vehicular language (88%), because it will help 

them thinking differently or creatively, and also it will be very useful to study better at school. 

All students agree or strongly agree (100%) in considering important to learn another 

language. On the other hand, they don’t feel confident about studying Science content in 

another language (70%) because they feel that is more difficult to study it (89%) and, even 

though they agree (51%) to study a science course in English, they concur that it will not 

increase their interest in that discipline. Anyway, they consider interesting (67%) to study a 

non-linguistic subject in a foreign language, maybe because they think that language teaching 

and content at the same time is an effective way to learn content (72%). Finally they consider 

studying language and content at the same time as an effective way to learn a language (81%), 

likely also because they have the perspective to find a job where the learned language is used 

(78%). 

4.2 Participants 
 

In a previous pilot study (Ercolino, Amendola, Miceli 2017) we analyzed the perception 

questionnaire filled by 46 students of two classes of final year scientific high school. Then the 

sample has been enlarged to 181 students, aged between 17 and 19. 

We started with 7 classes but the fifth-year class of “Liceo Mazzini” high school after the 

entry perception test has not continued due to change in the curriculum plan, therefore, the 

research project continued on 6 classes. 
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OVERALL ENTRY PERCEPTION QUESTIONNAIRE –  

                LICEO MAZZINI STUDENTS = 70  (3 classes) 

                LICEO VILLARI STUDENTS  = 91 ( 4 Classes) 

                TOTAL 161 students 

  

 % of students Notes 

Questions YES NO  

1. Have you already had the opportunity to follow 

disciplinary courses in English? 
53% 47% 

About half of the students 

took disciplinary courses 

in English 

2. Have you already had the opportunity to follow 

educational courses online? 
26% 74% 

Only 1 every 4 followed 

an online course 

 SD D A SA  

3. How important do you consider the experience of 

learning through a vehicular language? 
2% 10% 56% 32% 

Learning from a vehicular 

language is considered 

important by almost 9 

students every 10 

4. Do you think that studying a science course in English 

will increase your interest in that discipline ? 
9% 42% 38% 11% 

Only half of the students 

think that an English 

course in Science 

increases the interest in 

the discipline 

5. Do you think this experience will be useful for you in 

the future? 
4% 33% 44% 19% 

Just 6 every10 students 

think that this experience 

will be useful in the future 

6. Would you consider it interesting to study a non-

linguistic subject in a foreign language? 
7% 25% 49% 19% 

Less than 7 every 10 

students consider 

interesting to study non-

linguistic subjects in a 

foreign language 

7. Is it important to learn another language? 0% 0% 11% 89% 

It is important for all 

students to learn a new 

language 
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SD=Strongly Disagree; D=Disagree; A=Agree; SA=Strongly Agree. 

 

Table 4. Results in percentage of the 14 closed-questions of the questionnaire. 

 

The previous table shows (questions 3,4 and 5) that the motivation to undertake the study of 

a discipline through a vehicular language is quite high. Students consider important (question 

6) the study of a non-linguistic discipline in a foreign language, and recognize in all cases 

(question 7) that is very important to learn another language, which makes their thinking more 

creative (question 8). It is interesting to note that while students recognize the difficulty 

8. Do you think that learning another language helps you 

think differently or creatively? 
3% 9% 35% 53% 

Almost 9 every 10 

students think that 

learning a new language 

helps in creative thinking 

9. Do you think that learning a language helps you study 

better at school? 
1% 18% 57% 24% 

More than 8 every 10 

students think that 

learning a new language 

improves their scholastic 

performance 

10. Is it difficult to study languages? 2% 9% 60% 29% 

Almost 9 students every 

10 find it difficult to study 

languages 

11. Would you like to find a job where you can use the 

language you are learning? 
4% 18% 32% 46% 

Almost 8 every 10 

students would like to 

find a job in which to use 

the language they are 

studying 

12. Do you feel confident about studying science content 

in another language? 

22

% 
49% 26% 3% 

Less than 3 students every 

10 feel ready to study 

science in another 

language 

13. Do you think that studying language and content at the 

same time is an effective way to learn a language? 
2% 17% 58% 23% 

More than 8 every 10 

students think that 

studying language and 

other content is an 

effective way to learn 

languages 

14. Do you think that language teaching and content at the 

same time is an effective way to learn content? 
8% 20% 52% 20% 

More than 7 every 10 

students think that 

studying language and 

other content is an 

effective way to learn 

content 
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(questions 10 and 12), they give importance to the study of a new language (questions 9 and 

11) both in the scholastic and working field. The answers to the last 2 questions (13 and 14), 

of pedagogical and metacognitive type, recognize the importance of the "fusion" between 

disciplinary contents and language learning. 

4.3 Overall post perception questionnaire – “Liceo Villari”  

   +“Liceo Mazzini” 
 

                LICEO MAZZINI STUDENTS = 58  (2 classes) 

                LICEO VILLARI STUDENTS  = 94 ( 4 Classes) 

                TOTAL 152 students 

SD=Strongly Disagree; D=Disagree; A=Agree; SA=Strongly Agree. 

OVERALL POST PERCEPTION QUESTIONNAIRE – “LICEO VILLARI” + 

“LICEO MAZZINI” 

 % of students Notes 

Questions SD D A SA  

1. How important is the experience of learning 

vehicular language? 
1% 5% 55% 39% 

It is considered 

important by more than 

9 students every 10 

learning through a 

vehicular language 

2. Do you think that studying a science course in 

English has increased your interest in that 

discipline? 

10% 27% 47% 16% 

More than 6 students 

every 10 think that a 

course in English 

science increases 

interest in the discipline  

3. Do you think this experience will be useful for 

you in the future? 
2% 26% 52% 20% 

Just over 7 every 10 

students think that this 

experience will be 

useful in the future 

4. Do you think it was interesting to study a non-

linguistic subject in a foreign language? 
2% 15% 58% 25% 

More than 8 every 10 

students consider 

interesting to study non-

linguistic subjects in a 

foreign language  

5. How much do you like studying languages? 5% 18% 39% 38% 

Nearly 8 every 10 

students like to study 

languages 

6. Is it important to learn another language? 1% 2% 13% 84% 

Almost all students 

consider important to 

learn another language 
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7. Do you think that learning another language 

helps you think differently or creatively? 
3% 12% 42% 43% 

Almost 9 every 10 

students think that 

studying another 

language helps to think 

differently and 

creatively 

8. Do you think that learning a language helps 

you to study better at school? 
5% 27% 48% 20% 

More than 6 every 10 

students think that 

learning a new language 

helps to study better at 

school 

9.  Is it difficult to study languages? 2% 10% 59% 29% 

Almost 9 every 10 

students declare that it 

is difficult to study 

languages 

10.  Would you like to find a job where you can 

use the language you are learning? 
7% 18% 28% 47% 

Nearly 8 every 10 

students would like to 

find a job in which to 

use the learned 

language 

11. In your opinion, how important is it for all 

students to learn another language? 
0% 2% 22% 76% 

Almost all students 

think that it is important 

for students to learn 

another language 

12. Does it secure you to study science content in 

another language? 
15% 43% 35% 7% 

Less than half of the 

students feel confident 

in studying Science in 

another language 

13. Do you think that studying language and 

content at the same time is an effective way to 

learn a language? 

4% 16% 55% 25% 

For 8 students every 10 

to study a language and 

non-linguistic content at 

the same time is an 

effective way to learn a 

language, while over 6 

every 10 think that this 

is an effective way to 

learn non-linguistic 

content 

14. Do you think that teaching language and 

content at the same time is an effective way to 

learn content? 

2% 24% 58% 16% 

15. Do you think that the CLIL path has improved 

your writing skills? 
13% 33% 48% 6% The CLIL path has 

improved some of their 

language skills, for most of 

the students, with a 

16. Do you think that the CLIL path has improved 

your reading skills? 
10% 21% 59% 10% 
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percentage from 54% to 

69%, 

17. Do you think that the CLIL path has improved 

your listening skills? 
11% 25% 53% 11% 

The CLIL path has 

improved their language 

skills for most of the 

students, with a percentage 

up to 64% 

18. Do you think that the CLIL path has improved 

your speaking skills? 
16% 41% 36% 7% 

19. Do you think that the CLIL path has improved 

overall your skills in English? 
11% 38% 44% 7% 

20. Has the use of English helped you better 

understand the topics covered? 
10% 29% 50% 11% 

For about 6 students every 

10 the use of English has 

helped them to better 

understand the topics 

covered 

21. Are the materials in English more entertaining 

and engaging than those in Italian? 
11% 42% 35% 12% 

Less than half of the 

students think the English 

materials more 

entertaining and engaging 

than those in Italian 

22. Has the English course 

been very challenging? 
8% 37% 47% 8% 

More than half of the 

students think the English 

course is stimulating 

23. Is the teaching method  

different in CLIL compared to traditional? 
0% 18% 54% 28% 

More than 80% consider 

the CLIL method different 

from the traditional one 

24. Did the teacher also use Italian to teach CLIL 

when needed? 
2% 23% 50% 25% 

3 students every 4 agree on 

the use of Italian in CLIL 

lessons 

25. Would you like other subjects to be carried out 

according to the CLIL methodology? 
14% 33% 33% 20% 

Just over half of the 

students would like the 

CLIL method to spread to 

other topics 

26. How favorable are you in general 

 to using the CLIL methodology? 
2% 27% 48% 23% 

More than 70% are in favor 

of using the CLIL 

methodology 

27. Has the introduction to the course 

 been clear together with information about the 

lessons? 

2% 17% 61% 20% 

More than 80% consider 

the introduction to the 

course and the information 

on the lessons clear 

28. Have the resources and materials  

available helped you achieve the objectives of 

the course? 

2% 10% 72% 16% 

Almost 90% say that the 

materials available have 

helped achieve the goals 
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Table 5. Results in percentage of the 31 closed-questions of the questionnaire. 

 

Regarding to the OVERALL POST PERCEPTION QUESTIONNAIRE  

“LICEO VILLARI” + “LICEO MAZZINI” (Table 6), the data evidenced that the students 

consider very important the experience of learning through a vehicular language (94% value 

increased if compared with the entry test results). 

It is interesting to notice that while in the entry test they affirmed (51%) that studying a science 

course in English, would have not increased their interest in that discipline, in the post test 

student’s perception changed: data analysis confirmed that studying a science course in 

English increased their interest in that discipline (63%). Students valued the English CLIL 

course very challenging (55%) and CLIL method different compared to traditional (82%), but, 

anyway they judge teaching resources and materials presented in the course flexible and clear 

(90%), easily to be accessed (88%) and overall of help for students in achieving the objectives 

of the course (87%). Students concur in considering the materials in English less entertaining 

and engaging than those in Italian (52%). They confirm that the CLIL path has improved 

overall their skills in English (51%); only half of them think that their speaking and writing 

skills have been improved (57% and 54%, respectively), but more students consider improved 

their listening (63%), and reading skills (69%). Half of them would like to carry out other 

subjects according to the CLIL methodology (53%).The analysis of the data in the previous 

table allows to evaluate the degree of satisfaction of the CLIL course by the students. By 9 

questions (similar between entry test and post-test) we could evaluate the difference between 

entry test and post-test in relation to the perceived importance of language study and found 

that there was a positive change in most cases. Regarding the other questions, we noted a 

positive attitude of the students to the CLIL course, considering the gained experience 

29. Does the course present flexible 

 teaching materials and resources for students? 
2% 8% 66% 24% 

90% of students consider 

the materials and resources 

available to be flexible 

30. Does the course present clear materials 

 and teaching resources for students? 
2% 7% 67% 24% 

More than 90% of students 

consider the materials and 

resources made available to 

be clear 

31. Did the teaching materials and resources easily 

be accessed? 
2% 9% 59% 30% 

Almost 90% consider the 

materials and resources 

made available to be 

accessible 
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important for their training, positively evaluating the impact that the CLIL course has had on 

both language and content learning.  
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A pre-experimental quantitative study 

The main research of this thesis has been developed on a pre-experimental design consisting 

in a pre-test, a post-test on the learning outcomes, and a relative statistical treatment of 

quantitative data. Table 2 summarizes the threats pointed out by Hatch and Lazarton (1991) 

and explains the way in which their impact is minimized or avoided in this study. 

We measured the learning outcomes according to our research project. Results coming from 

students attending traditional courses in Italian Language using the Moodle platform were 

used as control. The experiment was carried on for 20 hours in each class, 10 hours for the 

CLIL course (in English) and 10 hours for the Italian control course (for a total of 120 hours 

of experimentation considering the all 6 classes). To minimize and avoid all the threats pointed 

out by Hatch and Lazarton (1991) as indicated in the table below, the whole courses were 

carried on by the author of this PhD thesis as unique teacher.  
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Statistical tests were performed to analyze the data collected. 

 
THREATS TO THE 
GENERALISABILITY 
OF PRE-EXPERIMENTAL 
DESIGNS 
(Adapted from Hatch & 
Lazarton , 1991: 86) 

CONDITIONS OF THE STUDY WHICH ANNUL OR 
CONSIDERABLY MINIMISE THE THREAT 
 

HYSTORY 
“More important, we hope that the 
interaction of the main variables 
will not be significant. We want a 
clear-cut difference in method 
without any "interference" from the 
interaction with other variables. 
When an interaction is significant, 
we must focus our interpretation on 
it and not make claims about the 
significance of the main variables.”  
“It is possible that the same results 
would have been obtained 
simply because learners have 
matured”. 

During the period that the experiment was taken, none of 
the participating groups studied the topic of DNA and 
Karyotyping or Stem cells and Bioethics in another 
discipline. The first topic (DNA and Karyotyping) generally 
constitutes part of the curriculum from the first two years of 
each type of High School, while the topic on Stem Cells and 
Bioethics is rarely thought in High School curricula.  
 
 

MATURATION 
Students may have developed 
knowledge between the entry test 
and the post-test. 

We administrated an entry test at the very beginning of the 
experimentation in class (on the first day and it was used 
also for a diagnostic test). The post-test was administered on 
the last day of the CLIL course in English. The same was 
performed in Italian language in the case where CLIL was 
omitted. 
Entry test and post-test were identical to evaluate eventually 
progresses in knowledge. 

 MORTALITY (Differential 
attrition) 
There is always a chance that 
differential attrition might occur 
during this time period.  
Differential attrition (also known as 
mortality) can have important 
consequences to the outcomes in the 
research. 
It is important, then, to take care in 
selecting people. This is often 
called the subject selection factor. 

By performing the experiment in natural classes, we 
observed the absences of some students of the pre-test, in 
some activities and in some of the components of the post-
test. In this analysis of collected data we considered valid 
only cases when pre- and post-test were carried out by the 
same students, we didn't considered incomplete tests  

 

Table 6 – Conditions in the study which annul or considerably minimise the threats 
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4.3.1 Have learning science contents been improved? 
In this section, we analyzed the comparison between the CLIL entry-test and the CLIL post-

test to measure students’ content learning. 

The sample was made up as follows: 

• 181 participants (17,5 years old) of six classes of the last year of High School from 2 

schools located in Naples; 

 

N. Item 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

Students' Entry-test mean 
score  

0,42 0,77 0,32 0,60 0,28 0,19 0,35 0,46 0,31 0,46 0,62 0,54 0,20 0,52 0,62 

Students' Post-test mean 
score  

0,76 0,96 0,83 0,84 0,80 0,80 0,84 0,60 0,56 0,68 0,76 0,48 0,76 0,78 0,92 

Score increase in 
percentage 

80% 25% 160% 40% 186% 316% 143% 30% 82% 47% 24% -11% 281% 50% 50% 

 

Table 7 -VA Science High School – Liceo “Mazzini” – CLIL DNA entry and post-test 

results 
 

 

 

Figure 7 – Class VA Science High School 
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N. Item 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

Entry-test 
mean score  

0,26 0,89 0,28 0,74 0,21 0,42 0,37 0,39 0,17 0,37 0,37 0,74 0,06 0,18 0,26 

Post-test 
mean score  

0,35 0,88 0,59 0,71 0,82 0,76 0,82 0,47 0,71 0,65 0,53 0,82 0,74 0,81 0,88 

Score 
increase (%)  

34% -1% 112% -4% 291% 82% 124% 21% 324% 76% 44% 12% 1150% 358% 235% 

Table 8 VA – Human Science High School – Liceo “Villari” –CLIL DNA entry and post-test 

results 

 

 

Figure 8 - Class VA Human Science High School 
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Table 9 - VB – Human Science High School – Liceo “Villari” –CLIL DNA entry and 

post-test results 
 

 
 

Figure 9 - Class VB Human Science High School 
  

N. Item 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

Entry-test 
mean score  

0,14 0,59 0,05 0,18 0,14 0,18 0,27 0,23 0,41 0,18 0,32 0,68 0,00 0,00 0,14 

Post-test 
mean score  

0,17 0,61 0,11 0,33 0,22 0,39 0,22 0,33 0,56 0,22 0,22 0,67 0,08 0,31 0,72 

Score 
increase 
(%) 

21% 3% 120% 83% 57% 117% -19% 43% 37% 22% -31% -1% - - 414% 
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N. Item 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

Entry-test 
mean 
score  

0,45 0,76 0,28 0,34 0,52 0,34 0,28 0,34 0,59 0,38 0,38 0,69 0,00 0,07 0,31 

Post-test 
mean 
score  

0,65 0,77 0,65 0,92 0,92 0,65 0,65 0,50 0,58 0,65 0,46 0,73 0,62 0,57 0,88 

Score 
increase 
(%) 

44% 1% 132% 171% 77% 91% 132% 47% -2% 71% 21% 6% - 714% 184% 

 

Table 10 – VCL – Linguistic High School – Liceo “Villari” –CLIL DNA entry and post-

test results 

 
 

 

 
 

Figure 10 - Class VC Linguistic High School CLIL DNA entry and post-test results 
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N. Item 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Entry-test mean score  0,55 0,73 0,68 0,36 0,32 0,50 0,77 0,59 0,27 0,50 0,41 

Post-test mean score  0,62 0,90 0,81 0,62 0,14 0,62 1,00 0,52 0,71 0,48 0,29 

Score increase (%) 13% 24% 19% 70% -55% 24% 29% -11% 162% -5% -30% 

 

Table 11 – VG – Science High School – Liceo “Mazzini” –CLIL STEM CELLS entry 

and post-test results 

 

 
 

Figure 11 - Class VG Science High School - CLIL STEM CELLS entry and post-test 

results 
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N. Item 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Entry-test mean 
score  

0,52 0,56 0,70 0,19 0,04 0,22 0,22 0,22 0,74 0,33 0,11 

Post-test mean score  0,91 0,78 0,91 0,57 0,35 0,48 1,00 0,43 0,96 0,48 0,57 

Score increase (%) 75% 39% 30% 200% 775% 118% 355% 95% 30% 45% 418% 

 

Table 12 – VBL – Linguistic High School – Liceo “Villari” – CLIL STEM CELLS entry 

and post-test results 

 

 
  

Figure 12 - Class VBL Linguistic High School - CLIL STEM CELLS entry and post-test 

results 

 

4.3.2 Comparison of the results obtained by entry /post-test in six 

classes with CLIL administration. Analysis of collected data. 
 

By the analyses the Linguistic High School results (Figure 12 and Figure 10, class VB and 

VC), we can notice a high increase in the total entry/post-test average values. Regarding the 

VC class, in Table 11 the increase between entry and post-test is relevant since nobody 

answered to questions 13 and 14 at the entry test and the percentage difference between entry 

and post-test varies from 0.07 to 0.57 with an increment of 714%. This suggests that there was 

an increase in Science learning in English with CLIL methodology. However, another key to 

interpret the collected data might be that in the Linguistic High School skills in English are 

surely higher and this fact may facilitate a greater acquisition of disciplinary contents. 
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Moreover, results recorded in the Science High School (Table 12), presumably, are due to a 

greater basic scientific competence in these classes because the number of annual science 

hours per year is higher if compared with the other courses.  

Analysing the classroom data from Figures 8 and 9 and from tables 9 and 10, the average of 

total values recorded between entry and post-tests, summarized in Table 14 below, is 5.63 in 

the entry test and reaches 10.54 in the post-test. The value of 1150% for question 13 is 

remarkable. In Figure 9 and in Table 10 for VB Human Science High School, the increase 

between entry and post-test is 1.67. In question 14 no students answered in the right way 

during the entry test while in the post-test the difference was remarkable (+ 31%). 

The increase in the learning of CLIL Science content is sharply evidenced by the analysis of 

the results between entry and post-test. According to Research Question 2 

 

•RQ2: Could Students better acquire science contents through English language? Can 

students’ science learning improve using CLIL methodology? 

We can conclude that on the basis of the data obtained from our research in the classroom the 

answer to the research question is positive. After the above analysis of comparison between 

entry and post test by the CLIL methodology, I performed a more general analysis by 

comparing the results obtained with CLIL and non-CLIL methodologies. From the 181 

students participating to this study, I obtained the following test data:– Pre-post English 

multiple choice CLIL test data of 86 secondary-school students. 

- Pre-post Italian multiple choice NON CLIL  test data of 86 secondary-school students 

 

Class School Students 

V A Scientific High School Liceo “Mazzini” 13 

V G Scientific High School Liceo “Mazzini” 10 

V B Linguistic High School Liceo “Villari” 14 

V C Linguistic High School Liceo “Villari” 22 

V A Human Science Liceo “Villari”  9 

V B Human Science Liceo “Villari” 18 

Total 86 

 

Table 13 - Students who participated to both pathways CLIL and NO-CLIL 
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4.4. Procedure to compare CLIL and NON-CLIL 

methodology 
 

At the beginning of the experimentation in which CLIL path commenced, participant students 

completed the entry test for the first time (pre-test). They repeated the questionnaire (post-

test) at the end of the CLIL pathway.  

The questionnaire regarding the perception on the whole experience (CLIL and NON CLIL 

course) discussed above was only administered in four classes for technical reasons. We 

analysed learners confidence and fears regarding possible unsuccess, for example in listening 

and reading comprehension. 

The test administrator that is the author of this PhD thesis, explained to the students that they 

were taking part in a University research project and their answers were anonymous and for 

research purposes only. Both the pre-questionnaire and the post-questionnaire were completed 

in a single lesson period. 

Results were collected during experimentation in classroom in the period November 2016/ 

June 2017. As presented in the figures and tables, we can observe a slightly growth in learning 

skills in all classes. From a first overview of the analysed data, we can notice that science 

learning is strongly improved comparing entry and post-test (the questions were the same in 

order to measure the progresses) in both CLIL and nonCLIL. 

4.4.1 Data Analysis  
 

In this section, I present in detail the analysis of the quantitative data obtained with the pre-

test – treatment – post-test , corresponding to the Science CLIL content in English in the last 

year of the High School. As indicators of student progress, were used an entry test composed 

of a set of 11 multiple choice Science questions content in English (regarding one of the two 

topics : Stem Cells and Bioethics, DNA and Karyotyping).The same entry test was repeated 

at the end of the CLIL pathway as post-test in order to investigate on the sample. The entry 

test results compared with post-tests provide «intrinsic» information regarding the effective 

improvement of students in the same class. 

4.4.2 Results obtained from t- Test 
 

According to our research design we focused our attention on: "paired sample t –Test". t-Test 

is specifically used to see if there is a significant difference between two groups of scores, to 
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suggest to the researcher whether the sample is scientifically reliable. Our research was aimed 

in looking at the scores from the same individuals who were measured two times and 

compared on the same characteristic. We wanted to look if in the same class the science 

learning had improved after administration of the CLIL Science content course in English 

Language with respect to the non-CLIL administration. We were interested in looking at the 

scores from the same individuals measured before and after some type of treatment. Results 

are from individuals who have been matched on the same variable. In order to see if the 

difference was significant, we analysed the P-value. The P-value has to be smaller than the 

critical value of 0.05 per cent, and that means that there is a less than 5% of chance that the 

data is random but greater than 95% chance that the data is significant. We had six classes 

(i.e., six samples); it is quite likely that in detail the learning outcomes are different. The 

question we posed in the analysis is the following: Is the measured difference in average large 

enough that we should reject the null hypothesis that in fact such differences are due by 

”chance”? 

We administered our test in order to observe an improvement in the learning outcomes. In this 

case, we predicted the direction of the test (i.e., toward improvements of learning results), 

therefore in this case we used one tailed bell curve. 

 

4.5 RESEARCH QUESTIONS OF THIS SPECIFIC ANALYSIS 
 

Once the planning of the sequence was finalized, the evaluation was defined and performed. 

The study aimed at assessing the global grade of efficacy of the CLIL pathway in promoting 

the simultaneous learning of language and science. As mentioned previously, in this PhD 

thesis we will concentrate exclusively on evaluate the learning improvement after the CLIL 

pathway , and more specifically on the improvement in science contents learning. 

According to this aim we developed a content entry test, as a questionnaire on specific 

questions having a diagnostic meaning to evaluate the acquired knowledge before and after 

administered the test for best results. For this reason, the science contents' knowledge was 

included as one of the indicators to evaluate. As regards the science contents concretely, the 

aim of this study is to determine the possible improvement in knowledge of the participating 

students when dealing with content in Life Sciences in CLIL course without receiving specific 

instruction. 

This aim may be spelled out in the following research questions: 

1.Can advances in participants’ contents knowledge be determined? 
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2.Can we measure the improvements in students’ competences ?  

To answer to these two questions you can see discussion about collected data and table 14 

(page 66) 

Our research project was developed in the framework of the intact classroom, without random 

selection of subjects or a control group.(Allwright & Bailey, 1991). To a better clarification 

about this strategic concept the same class constitute the control group because the class 

followed two pathway one CLIL in English language and the other in Italian. This research 

design offers the benefit of facilitating an approach with low levels of intrusiveness, and 

therefore is ecological and ethical. 

The analysis of data comparing the results between post-test and entry showed that t all classes 

have improved in science knowledge by the CLIL course in English as described in the T test. 
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Classes Data set 

CLIL 

entry-

test 

post-

test 

p-value  

of t-test 

Significant 

of test at 

95% 

Data set 

NON CLIL 

entry-

test 

post-

test 

p-value 

of t-test 

Significant 

of test at 

95% 

S 

V A 

Scientific 

High 

School 

Liceo  

“Mazzini

” 

Questions 15 0.0005 yes Questions 11 0.0092 yes  

Samples 13 13 Samples 13 13 

Mean (S) 5.77 10.34 Mean (S) 7.23 9.15 

Standard 
deviation 

1.88 3.64 Standard 
deviation 

2.05 1.34 

S 4.57 S 2.62 1.95 

V G 

Scientific 

High 

School 

Liceo 

“Mazzini

” 

Questions 11 0.011 yes Questions 15 0.4561 No  

Samples 10 10 Samples 10 10 

Mean (S) 4.60 6.60 Mean (S) 8.70 10 

Standard 

deviation 

0.97 2.01 Standard 

deviation 

3.74 3.89 

S 2.73 S 1.30 1.43 

V B 

Linguistic 

High 

School 

Liceo 

“Villari” 

Questions 11 0.0001 yes Questions 15 0.0273 yes  

Samples 14 14 Samples 14 14 

Mean (S) 3.50 7.64 Mean (S) 6.21 8.50 

Standard 
deviation 

1.70 2.10 Standard 
deviation 

2.75 2.41 

S 5.65 S 2.29 3.36 

V C 

Linguistic 

High 

School 

Liceo 

“Villari” 

Questions 15 0.0001 yes Questions 11 0.0002 yes  

Samples 22 22 Samples 22 22 

Mean (S) 5.95 10.37 Mean (S) 5.32 7.68 

Standard 
deviation 

3.47 3.44 Standard 
deviation 

1.64 2.10 

S 6.03 S 2.36 3.67 

V A 

Human 

Science 

Liceo 

“Villari” 

Questions 15 0.0277 yes Questions 11 0.0001 yes  

Samples 9 9 Samples 9 9 

Mean (S) 6.89 10.22 Mean (S) 5.11 10.33 

Standard 
deviation 

3.02 2.82 Standard 
deviation 

2.31 1.00 

S 3.33 S 7.12 -3.79 

V B 

Human 

Science 

Liceo 

“Villari” 

Questions 15 0.0224 yes Questions 11 0.0004 yes  

Samples 18 18 Samples 18 18 

Mean (S) 3.78 5.17 Mean (S) 3.72 5.83 

Standard 

deviation 

1.06 2.22 Standard 

deviation 

1.07 2.01 

S 1.89 S 2.11 -0.22 

 

Table 14 – Scores obtained by the students, reported as mean and standard deviation, for each 

class of the project and the t-Student test p-value of the comparison between the entry-test and 

post-test scores. The score increase of the mean (between the post-test and the entry-test, 

normalized at 15 questions) is reported as S, whereas the difference of the score between 

CLIL and NON-CLIL is reported as S. 

4.5.1 DISCUSSION ABOUT COLLECTED DATA 
As shown by tables above reported, the values found in the post-test are higher than those of 

the entry test (Table 14) , and the p-value are significant at 95% with the exception of the 

NON CLIL test of the VG class. Only the VG class, in fact, showed a p-value close to 45%, 
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indicating a low degree of significance. This result could however be statistically random as 

there were no learning problems in this class. 

To evaluate the difference in the increases of the scores (S), we did a normalization on the 

questionnaire of CLIL and NON-CLIL, because they were different in number: the first 

contained 15 questions and the second only 11. Let's analyse, for example, a single class: for 

the VA class of the "Mazzini" high school, the difference between the post-test and entry-test 

values of the CLIL appeared equal to 10.34 - 5.77 = 4.57 (see Table 14 page 67).  

The difference between post-test and entry test of the NON-CLIL is equal to 9.15 - 7.23 = 

1.92. Since the NON-CLIL test must be normalized to 15 questions instead of 11, we 

performed the normalization obtaining 1.92 / 11 x 15 equal to 2.62 so the result will be 4.57 - 

2.62 = 1.95, i.e. positive. 

The table 14 lists the 6 classes tested with the relative number of students who performed all 

the tests (both Entry test and Post-test) on topics for which the CLIL methodology was used 

and on topics for which this methodology was not used. Each test included a different number 

of items in type (a) with 15 items and type (b) with 11 items. The predicted score was equal 

to 1 point for each correct answer and 0 points for each wrong or missing answer, so the type 

(a) tests had a range of scores from 0 to 15 points while those of type (b) had a range of scores 

from 0 to 11 points. 

As we can see from the column of normalized differences in Table 14, the values are positive 

for the 2 classes of the Scientific high school and for the 2 classes of the Linguistic high 

school, so the combination of scientific content and linguistic skills represents an added value 

in the learning of the students. For the classes of the Human Science High School a brief 

detailed discussion  is in the following chapter. 

4.6 Discussion about CLIL/NON CLIL pathways results 
 

The aim of the present study was to explore whether the CLIL approach, as compared to the 

traditional curriculum, adds value in enabling learners to develop skills in acquiring Life 

Science contents conveyed through English Language according to CLIL methodology. Our 

research investigated on the contents knowledge and linguistic confidence. Before and after 

the administration of the CLIL pathway a pre-questionnaire was conducted in order to analyse 

the students' prerequisites and the same test was administered at the end of the CLIL pathway 

as post-test.  

Data collection was completed at the end of the school year in June 2017. In the whole sample 

of 86 students, the mean of the differences CLIL – entry test score was always positive for 
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each class. In all cases, the final score increased and the difference among post-test score and 

pre-test had statistical significance (see for example VA Science High School post-test score 

– pre-test score = 4,57) 

Regarding the overall performance of the two groups (S), the CLIL group outperforms the 

non-CLIL group in 4 classes on the total 6 classes, in a significant way on the base of another 

paired sample t-Student test, with the exception of the two classes of Human Science High 

School “Villari” (S<0). 

With regard to the 2 classes of the Human Sciences High School, a negative normalized 

difference was observed. This suggest that CLIL activity has represented a further difficulty 

factor compared to learning with traditional methods, i.e. without the CLIL methodology. 

The results obtained are consistent with the fact that during the 5 years of study (last 3 

columns) the students of the Scientific high school and the Linguistic high school have done 

a greater number of hours of Science and English compared to those of the of the Human 

Sciences high school. These students therefore, having a more limited background of 

knowledge both in science and linguistics (825 hours in the 5 years compared to 924 of the 

Scientific high school and 891 of the Linguistic high school), likely had more difficulties 

compared to their colleagues in combining linguistic skills with scientific ones. 

4.7 CLIL Approach Fosters Teachers’ Collaboration 
 

“Teachers applying CLIL need to be qualified in one (or more) non-language subject and 

have a high command of the foreign language used as the language of instruction. Moreover. 

specific methodological skills to teach a non-language subject through the medium of a 

foreign language are needed. In fact in 15 education systems teachers are required to have 

additional qualifications to teach in CLIL type of provision. In most cases a particular 

language proficiency level is required –usually B2 ('vantage') or C1 ('effective operational 

proficiency') levels of the Common European Framework of Reference for languages. 

established by the Council of Europe)”(Eurydice.2017).  

Only few teachers have been trained for CLIL Linguistic and methodology certification in 

Italy. Teaching a subject in a second language is quite difficult and has to be supported by a 

qualified pedagogical background . The research findings from the last decade enabled us to 

understand more of the processes that can boost school high quality level and to comprehend 

the nature and dynamic effects of teacher-to-teacher collaboration in instructional teams.”The 

quality of teacher collaboration positively influences teacher performance and student 

achievement” (Rondfeldt et al., 2015). The term school community means that community 
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members are always in the habit to collaborate and interact in an inclusive and actively 

involved manner for one reason or another at different levels: familial (the parents and 

students’ relatives); empirical (in class. with students); proficiency (all people that recognize 

a cultural growing and an individual income from the school); public (that could guarantee 

education to everyone), and socioeconomics (offer social opportunities to more educated. 

skilled. qualified workers). Through application of the CLIL methodology, language-teachers 

collaborate with subject-teachers in order to empower the learning system. 

Teachers collaborations is crucial. First of all because subject content teachers have to reflect 

and enhance their lessons on specific scientific glossary and pay attention because they have 

to transform their teaching style radically when working in L2 instead in their L1(mother 

language). First of all they need to be comprehensible. Students are afraid to don’t succeed in 

understanding specific vocabulary about new disciplinary concepts in L2. Peer teachers 

collaboration among the same subject helps each other very much in order to exchange 

teaching ideas and resources, guiding and reflecting step by step. Communicating between 

colleagues working in L2 can be very constructive to exchange teaching resources, reflecting 

on developing strategies and assessments. Moreover, different schools wish to collaborate in 

order to enhance their quality levels and could realize institutional networks or forming more 

collaborative partnership with schools, also with the aim to sustain the less skilled scholastic 

institutions located on the same territory, in order to become better at CLIL teaching. 

In addition, it is very common that the subject teacher may feel slightly fearful and 

unconfident in their English interactively speaking ability, thus the CLIL lesson could will go 

on only if the language teacher will lead involved centrally. 

Obviously language teachers can explain to the students the language skills (listening. 

speaking. reading and writing) better than subject teachers, such as science teachers. It is a 

clear matter of proficiency but, however, it is true that subject teachers feel charged by the 

necessity to teach them as well.  

Thus language teachers could help in performing good practices at school, helping their 

subject colleagues. A better cooperation could lead teachers to work together in order to co-

planning projects and lessons, co-construction of teaching resources, test enhancing students' 

evaluation, but it is fundamental to cooperate, to be flexible, open – minded, not discouraged 

by the noticeable charge of work that should be also recognized contractually. “There are 

concerns about the image and status of teaching. and teachers often feel that their work 

is undervalue”. “Teachers’ relative salaries are declining in most countries (OECD 2005) 
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4.8 The CLIL Team Teaching (CLIT) 
 

It is evident that there is a strong necessity to define a CLIL team within the school because 

the added value of CLIL project consists in a synergic cooperation between language teacher 

and subject teacher together with mother-tongue teacher when it is possible. Teachers' synergy 

and collaboration are necessary to avoid a strong imbalance caused by the implementation of 

CLIL project only to language teacher or - by contrary - only to the subject ones. Self-

implementation of CLIL teaching by only one teacher could cause a consequent deviation 

from the integrated nature of CLIL methodology. “Cooperation could constitute a fifth "C" in 

addition to the traditional 4 "C"(Content. Cognition. Communication. Culture). as introduced 

by Marsh and Maljers in 1994.” (De Maurissens. I. 2018). 

“Convergent collaboration –the teachers not only plan and share. but they transform the 

teaching team into team teaching. In other words, they teach together in co-presence. It is a 

situation in which not only there is a strong potential for CLIL (content and language 

integrated learning) but there are also the conditions for CLIT (content and language 

integrated teaching).“ (Coonan, 2006) 

4.9 Teachers’ Questionnaires 
 

To understand the feeling of the teachers participating to my experimentation I administered 

two questionnaires to the involved teachers: 

Questionnaire Section I is centered on investigating teachers’ perception about the CLIL 

experimentation conducted in their classes; 

Questionnaire Section II encloses questions to inquire on teachers’ teaching style with the 

purpose to better understand the results of students’ questionnaire. 

I administered a teachers’ questionnaire to all teachers that agreed to participate in our 

research project in order to inquire on general information (age, Degree, teaching years) and 

teaching style (see Questionnaire Section I) and to better investigate, measure and interpret 

and better understand the data about students from different classes and schools. The 

questionnaire was elaborated on a review of questionnaires used in similar investigations 

(Realdon G.. Invernizzi M.C.. Paris E., 2017; Boniello and Paris 2016) and on discussion with 

researchers from University of Camerino. Moreover, we found interesting to study the 

learning environment through the analysis of their teachers' teaching style. I performed an 

exploratory questionnaire in order to probe the small sample teachers about: 

1. Their perceiving and opinions and advices relating the experimentation carried on in 

their classes 
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Their teaching style (according to Santoianni, 2010) in relationship to pedagogical 

approach used. Teacher's questionnaire was administered in anonymous way. The 

section I survey questionnaire were organized with 12 five-point likert scale questions 

with 5 options.  

4.10 Sample Characteristics (data coming from survey)  
 

• Only 25% of them had both linguistic in English (C1 Level) and CLIL methodological 

certification 

• 50 % of teachers had linguistic certification in English B1 and C1  

• the teacher sample demographics are according to European’s data regarding gender, 

type of degree, type of teaching school, except for age (European Commission/EACEA/ 

Eurydice 2013; OECD 2013; Eurostat.2016) 

• The ages of teachers participating the survey ranged between 51 and 61 years. 

• Teachers were asked about the interest for the whole project and on the CLIL approach 

to Stem Cells or Genetics pathway  

Science teachers were present in their classes during the experimentation, but CLIL and NON 

CLIL lessons were taught by the author of this thesis. This fact could be useful to analyze the 

research findings because there was no variability between classes due to different teachers 

and different teaching style. 

Regarding the II session questionnaire investigating on teaching style is interesting to notice 

what De Sanctis (2006) and Santoianni and Striano (20039 reported: 

The conceptual framework of meaningful learning is based on constructivism. which is 

different from behaviorism and cognitivism. In behaviorism. knowledge is viewed as a passive. 

automatic response to external factors. or a reaction to specific environmental stimuli. 

Therefore. learning is only viewed in terms of behavioral change. Cognitivism. on the other 

hand. ignores external factors. so that learning is construed solely as cognitive change In the 

cognitive approach. knowledge is an abstract. symbolic representation of the individual mind 

(De Sanctis, 2006). 

In constructivism. learning is strongly conditioned by environmental stimuli such as culture. 

group dynamics. motivation and emotion (De Sanctis 2006). Therefore. from a constructivist 

perspective. the main pedagogical objective is not that of supplying individuals with chunks 

of new and diverse knowledge. but rather that of re‐working and transforming already‐

acquired knowledge (Santoianni & Striano 2003). 
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4.11 Teachers’ “TEACHING STYLE” Questionnaire Results 
 

All teachers who had classes involved in the experimentation filled the questionnaire. 

The structure of the questionnaire is reported below. (Table 19 Section I Teachers’ 

perceptions questionnaire) 

 

 Outcomes : 

75% of teachers that filled the questionnaire had a post-cognitivist profile while the 25% 

resulted as a behaviorist teacher.  

The result of qualitative analyzing defined 3 constructivist teachers and a behaviorist’s teacher 

profile. 

In Table  18 (Annex 7) the grid performed by PhD Giulia Realdon in 2017 makes possible to 

understand by inserting the answers of the questionnaire given to teachers the different profiles 

of teaching styles. According to the answers of the teachers to the questionnaire of 

prof.Santoianni, it is possible to define the profile (see Table  17  Annex 7)  

Teachers‘ profile coming out from the administered questionnaires can be analyzed in details 

in Annex 7” Santoianni’s questionnaire (2010) items ranked according the “Teaching Style” 

showing the main characteristics. An example is following: 

 Role of Behaviorist Teacher : 

• Gives the learner immediate feedback 

• Provides stimulus material and prompts for the correct response and offer the learner 

immediate feedback. 

• Supports students with positive reinforcement can repeat a lesson as many times as     

possible  
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Table 15 Identified characteristics of the teacher group 

4.12 Answers to the general research questions (presented in the 

introduction) 
 

The specific Research Questions (RQ) for the study were as follows: 

 

•RQ1: How do students perceive CLIL before and after experimentation in class? 

 

Students initially perceived extremely difficult to undertake an English language course with 

the CLIL methodology. About 9 students every 10 showed to have difficulties in studying 

languages and therefore the idea of undertaking a course of scientific studies in another 

language is perceived as really difficult. However, all students agreed that it is important to 

learn a new language and they consider essential to study a non-linguistic subject in a foreign 

language. This path can serve to develop creative thinking. Students recognized the 

importance of merging disciplinary content and language learning and consider it important 

both from a scholastic point of view and in the field of work (Question number 8) About 7 

every 10 consider CLIL interesting and 6 every 10 think that it will be useful in the future. 

It is interesting to note that while in the entrance test 51% of the students said that the study 

of a Science course in English would not increase their interest in that discipline, in the post 

test the interest increases in that discipline reaching 63%. Half of the students evaluated the 

CLIL course in English very stimulating (55%). In fact the methodology appears completely 

different from the traditional one for 82% and 90% of the students judge the didactic resources 

and the materials presented flexible and clear to and it appears easily accessible to 88%. 

Overall, this methodology helps the students to reach the objectives of the course (97%). 

However, the students consider the materials in English less interesting and captivating than 

 
Characteristic N. %. mean± SD 

N. teachers 4 

Females 2 (50%) 

Age (yrs.) 57 

Teaching years:  

>20 yrs 4 (100%) 

Degree type  

Biology 3 (75%) 

Chemistry 1 (25%) 
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those in Italian (52%). They confirm that the CLIL path has improved overall their English 

skills and consider their English improved in writing for 54%, in listening for 60%, and in 

reading skills for 69%. However, they do not believe they have improved much in the 

conversation for 57% and therefore consider important this path to the point that they would 

like to do other subjects according to the CLIL methodology (53%). Furthermore, compared 

to the entry test, the perception of the importance of teaching language and content together 

has increased up to 74% of the students, so the need to learn the language and contents together 

with the CLIL methodology appears to be stronger than in the initial perception test. 

 

•RQ2: Could Students better acquire science contents through English language? Can 

students’ science learning improve using CLIL methodology? 

 

We were interested in looking at the scores from the same individuals, measured before and 

after some type of treatment. Results are from individuals who have been matched on the same 

variable. In order to see if the difference was significant, we analysed P-values. We had six 

classes (i.e., six samples); it is quite likely that in detail the learning outcomes are different. Is 

the measured difference in average large enough that we should reject the null hypothesis that 

in fact such differences are due by ”chance”? 

To answer to the question we administered our tests in order to observe an improvement in 

the learning outcomes. In this case we predicted the direction of the test (i.e., toward 

improvements of learning results), so in this case we used one tailed bell curve. 

Regarding the overall performance of the two groups (S), the CLIL group outperforms the 

non-CLIL group in 4 out of 6 classes, in a significant way on the base of another paired sample 

t-Student test, with the exception of the two classes of Human Science High School “Villari” 

(S <0). 

With regard to the 2 classes of the Human Sciences High School, a negative normalized 

difference was observed, so it seems that CLIL activity has represented a further difficulty 

factor compared to learning with traditional methods, i.e. without the CLIL methodology. 

The results obtained are consistent with the fact that during the 5 years of study (last 3 

columns) the students of the Scientific high school and the Linguistic high school have done 

a greater number of hours of Science and English compared to those of the high school of 

Human Sciences. The students of the Human Sciences High School therefore, having a more 

limited background of knowledge both in science and linguistics (825 hours in the 5 years 

compared to 924 of the Scientific high school and 891 of the Linguistic high school), so likely 
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they had difficulty compared to their colleagues in combining linguistic skills with scientific 

ones. 

  

•RQ3: What does influence the teachers’ motivation in implementing CLIL in their 

classrooms?  

 

Interviewed teachers completed an anonymous perception questionnaire. All teachers 

considered the experience very interesting and to be repeated, with values of 4.5 on a scale 

Lickert ranging from 1 (very little) to 5 (very much), and claimed to have found only partially 

difficult (3) the CLIL / non-CLIL path just run in their classes. The teachers showed their 

willingness to repeat it with other classes. It is clear, however, that the lack of teaching 

resources, especially in scientific subjects, and the lack of time, as the teachers are engaged in 

numerous activities, make the CLIL path difficult to be implemented. Also, many teachers 

reported that implementing a CLIL pathway in their classes require wasting of time to 

programme all activities particularly when students should prepare an heavy final exam.. 

These are all causes that determine and make the journey of CLIL implementation more 

difficult. In addition, the level of knowledge of the English language of non-linguistic 

discipline teachers is sometimes not very advanced. Although many of the teachers have 

achieved linguistic certification at high levels, they have not had the opportunity to practice 

the English language, and this is a problem that should not be underestimated. 

 

•RQ4: What are the perceptions and experiences of the students  after a CLIL course? 

 

We note a positive attitude of the students to the CLIL course. They consider the gained 

experience important for their training, evaluating positively the impact that the CLIL course 

has had on both language and content learning.  

 

4.13 Conclusions and Future Perspectives 
 

The main achievement of this PhD . thesis was to create an innovative CLIL learning 

environment on the Educational Moodle Platform of the University of Camerino. There 

were performed two Science CLIL units on two intruiguing biological topics: "STEM 

Cells and Bioethics" and "DNA and Karyotyping". These Science pathways were very 

interesting for students as the perceptions questionnaires confirm. To create two 

interactive CLIL units with video embedded, cloze test, glossary.graphic organizers and 

many other scaffolds student learned centered represented a real challenge. Students 

improved their learning and their confidence. As many times reported, one of the 
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problem is the lack of CLIL teaching resources. This is a very big problem because 

teachers found difficulties in searching online the CLIL resources they need for 

implementing lessons. I am proud to have experimented these pathways created by 

myself. The aim in future could be to permit teachers and students to access to a new 

open source environment of the Educational Moodle Platform of the University of 

Camerino.  

This doctorate experience allowed me to have teaching experience in CLIL courses of 

disciplinary laboratory addressed to teachers and organized at the Oriental University of 

Naples. This experience was precious for me to help the teachers in the creation of their 

first learning paths by CLIL, to understand their needs, and to express their creativity. 

In my opinion, a very important objective for the future could be the activation of CLIL 

pathways for younger students, from the early years of primary school to the high 

School. 
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Questionari tratti da GLI EFFETTI SUGLI APPRENDIMENTI DISCIPLINARI Il soggetto apprendente nel 

CLIL 

Graziano Serragiotto  pag.40 47  

QUADERNO n° 2 - Apprendo in Lingua 2 - Educazione bilingue: l’uso veicolare della lingua 
straniera 

La sperimentazione a cura di Carmel  Mary Coonan e Claudio Marangon con il patrocinio e il 

sostegno del Ministero della Pubblica Istruzione Direzione Generale per il Personale della Scuola 

Ufficio Scolastico Regionale per il Veneto – Direzione Generale Università Ca’ Foscari di Venezia  Istituto 

Regionale di Ricerca Educativa del Veneto 
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Annex 3 – DNA Content questionnaire 
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Annex 4 
 

 

By Immacolata Ercolino 
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Be a cytogeneticist for a day! 

 
Students will jump into the role of cytogeneticists working in clinics or in hospitals and they will, on their own, will explore the diagnostic 
power of karyotyping. They will understand the structure of  human  chromosomes  and  this  activity will address student 
misconceptions regarding chromosomes. 

 

You will complete karyotypes and perform a diagnosis on your own. You could start with counting chromosomes and, 
relatingbegin a research searching on internet the genetic syndrome related to that number 

What does a karyotype tell us? 

 

Taking the role of cytogenetists, students could deal with an engaging ” hands on activity” and, after that, they will succeed on their 

own in making a diagnosis. Students will receive case study and will assemble karyotypes. They will detect different  genetic 

disorders including also patients with normal karyotype . Students will relate chromosomal abnormalities to clinical symptoms and 

various results will be discussed with students as a brainstorming discussion. 

They will improve in recognizing differences and similarities between chromosomes and will discuss how is realized a Karyotype  
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How do Cytogeneticists analyze Chromosomes? 

 

To "analyze" a set of chromosomes, cytogeneticists using these three key features:size,banding and the number can 
recognize,all 23 chromosomes coming from each parent (23 from mom and 23 from dad). 

 

Size. Chromosomes are different in size. Cytogeneticists realize a karyotype on a blank paper matching  the homologous pairs   of 
chromosomes from largest to smallest and count them. First , you have to cut chromosomes and to match copies according with 
size. Then you have to order in pairs all the chromosomes from the largest (the first pair) to the smallest (the 22nd     couple). These 
chromosomes are call 

ed autosomes. The 23rd pair is designed by cytogeneticists as sex chromosomes; they are two and they specify the individual gender 
(XX for female, XY for male). Gluing or taping all the chromosomes in the right  order you will make a karyotype. 

 

Banding 

 

The number of chromosomes can detect abnormality 

A kayotype can tell you three things: 

-The gender of the individual 

 

-Allow us to diagnose several thousand genetic diseases in humans 

 

-The number of Chromosomes can detect abnormality 

 

The karyotype can be examined and, if there is the wrong number of chromosomes, this can be detected early and parents can   be 

informed about potential problems. The wrong number of chromosomes can be often a result of a non- disjunction, in other words 

the failure of homologous chromosomes to separate sister chromatids during second meiosis division. It could happen when sperm 

cell or egg cell are formed as a result that in one cell there are two chromosomes and none in the other. So that can occur 

trysomy ( e.g. Down syndrome and other chromosomal aberrations), an abnormal number of chromosomes in the daughter cells 

when it occurs during fertilization. 

The change in chromosome is due to alteration in genetic material through loss, gain or rearrangement of a particular segment. 

Such changes are called chromosomal aberrations. 
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How It Is Done 

Sample tissues can be coming from : 

 

Blood (remember that chromosomes can be easily obtained from white blood cells)  

 

For testing during pregnancy, it may also be done on a sample detached cells that have been shed by the fetus floating in the  

amniotic fluid. The fetal skin cells which are used to generate a karyotype. 

inside the cheek (called a buccal swab) This test is less accurate than others. 

 

To prepare a karyotype, cytogeneticist have to cultivate tissue samples  in a tube with medium that will stimulate mitosis for  2  or 

3 days, after you will use chemicals ( colchicines) that will arrest dividing cells at metaphase. (See the figure on the cover).Chemicals 

will stop cell division for a better observation of chromosomes . After centrifugation microsope slides will be made  spreading few 

drops of the tube’s pellet on the slide and stain with Giemsa dye ( most common technique for banding.)White blood cells treated 

with special solution can causes them to burst on a microscopic slide. 

For testing during pregnancy, it is important to analyze cells that have been shed by the fetus floating in the amniotic fluid and can 

be used to find out if a baby suffer from any genetic abnormalities and genetic disorders including Down syndrome, spina bifida 

and cystic fibrosis.Karyotype analysis involves the white blood cells (because red blood cells haven’t chromosomes because have no 

nucleus). A karyotype analysis involves cells in mitosis and staining the condensed chromosomes .Giemsa dye stains chromosomes 

areas richest in the base pairs Thymine (T) and Adenine (A) and give rise to black bands. 

Chromosomes in at least 25 cells will be examined under low power (100x) and counted to be reasonably sure of detecting any 

chromosomal abnormalities.Finally photographies will be routinely taken to one or two well spread fields for karyotyping. The best 

photograph will be cut and individual chromosomes will be ordered in pairs and stitched on a paper in order to realize a   neat 

karyotype. 
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METACENTRIC 

 

 

 

 

ACROCENTRIC 

 

 

 

 

 

 
SUBMETACENTRIC 
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Annex 5 Stem Cell Content Questionnaire 
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Annex 6 Role Play  Cards Bioethics 
 

 

Role Play Characters: 

 

-Don Innocent 

 

Dr. Clare Hardie 
 

- Alfred 
 

-6 Joker 
 

- JUDGE (can choose his jury about six members) 
 

- Paul 
 

- Michael J. Fox Foundation 
 

- A Nobel Prize 
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Don Innocent 

Who is he? 

He is a Catholic priest. His religion has taught him that human life is inviolable. He asks 

people to respect and foster all forms of life in our universe. 

The enigma of life is still one of most difficult problems that both scientists and 

philosophers face, and, notwithstanding the progress of knowledge during the past three 

hundred years, we do not seem to have been advanced appreciably beyond the position 

of Aristotle in regard to the main issue. What are its characteristic manifestations? What 

are its chief forms? What is the inner nature of the source of  vital activity? How has life 

arisen? These are the chief questions. 

What about stem cells? 

 

He thinks that the use of human embryos in such research would  be  "gravely  immoral" 

and unnecessary. 

He thinks that research on embryos should to be forbidden. The real moral question 

behind stem cell research is how we get the retrieval of stem cells from embryos,  which 

results in the violent destruction of the embryos and the direct killing of a new human 

being. Embryos are not the only source of stem cells and embryonic stem cell research 

has yet to be proven successful while using stem cells from adults has been proven to be 

quite successful. In other words even though  many people  in  the world is suffering from 

terrible diseases as Parkinson's or Alzheimer's disease it is impossible for a Catholic in 

order to helping patients today thinking to kill embryos, tomorrow's life.  
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Dr. Clare Hardie Who is she? 
 

Clare Hardie is a doctor, an orthopedic surgeon. She has many difficult patients 

suffering from Multiple Sclerosis and from spinal cord injuries, that paralyze them 

forever. She is catholic and a scientist and she is absolutely sure that stem cells could 

cure her patients 

She lives in the UNITED KINGDOM, and has seen that her patients suffering from 

Multiple Sclerosis are reporting remarkable improvements in their condition after 

injection with adult stem cells taken from their own bodies. The treatment is part of 

a clinical trial using the adult stem cell treatment for Multiple Sclerosis. In the 

hospital where she works, Royal Hallamshire Hospital, she saw to enter a patient in 

a wheelchair but left on her own feet after a single treatment using her own adult 

stem cells. 

What about stem cells? 

 

They have no chance at all and there are no treatment methods for those patients. 
Clare's desire consist in helping her patients. She is sure that solution will be at hands 
: she knows that now she might be able to reprogram the specialized identity of a 
differentiated cell. She is enthusiast that Prof. Shinya Yamanaka won the Nobel Prize 
in 2012 converting skin cells back to an embryonic state without using embryos any 
more. She will surely bring her desperate patients and their under pressure families 
toward the beginning of a stem cell therapy only when it will be safe. She is confident 
in stem cells research and she believe that we should  stop arguing about embryos in 
research because patients could be better.  A cluster of cells is not an human being 
yet. 
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1 Shinia Yamanaka 

(Wikipedia) Prof.Shinya 

Yamanaka Who is he? 

He is a Nobel Prize-winning stem cell researcher and he was the director of Center for iPS Cell 

(induced Pluripotent Stem Cell) Research and Application 

What about stem cells? 

 

Prof.Yamanaka is a Nobel Prize-winning stem cell researcher and he was the director of the  Center 

for iPS Cell (induced Pluripotent Stem Cell) Research and Application at Kyoto University. He 

reprogrammed adult cells in order to transform them in embryonic stem cell-like. In addition, tissues 

derived from iPSCs will be a nearly identical match to the cell donor and thus probably avoid 

rejection by the immune system. The iPSC strategy creates pluripotent stem cells that, together with 

studies of other types of pluripotent stem cells, will help researchers to learn how to reprogram cells 

in order to repair damaged tissues in the human body. 

 

Type PROS CONS 

iPS Cell (induced Pluripotent Stem Cell  No ethical issue. 

 
Pluripotent 

They can generate cancer 

 
Abnormal aging 

Adult stem cell No immune rejection, are safe 

No ethical issue 

Reduced potential compared to 

Embryonic Stem cell 
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Alfred 
 
Who is he? 
 
Alfred in a traumatic bicycle accident broke one of his front teeth. Is a PhD student at  King‘s College 
London and believe in Science. He looks himself in the mirror with missing teeth and he feels 
depressed. 

What about stem cells? 

 

He knows that some scientists at King's College London discovered a way to cultivate a complete tooth 
in mice and were able to grow teeth in the laboratory. Researchers are confident that the tooth 
regeneration technology can be used to grow live teeth in human patients. At the hospital of his city 
someone told him that researchers looked for volunteers for experimentation on human. He decided to 
ask to researcher if he could be part of the research trial treatment as a volunteer. Alfred believes 
strongly in stem cell research. 
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JUDGE 
 

As you are a judge, you have various tasks: first of all you have to gather your jury  and 

to summarize at the end all the debate on stem cells in  classroom  and to  write  the 

conclusions in English language. You and all jury will likely discover that there could be 

a lack of legislation in science and technology field . Maybe the legal system need to 

update in step with the times caused by the fast progress of new discoveries. 

Some ideas for debating: 

 

 What do you think about stem cells? 
 

 Is it moral to use iPS cells in medicine? 
 

 Could it be possible to give rise to eggs and sperm from the skin cells? Which 

could be pros and cons? 

 Could it be dangerous to use stem cells? Why? 
 

Try to synthesize! Let's focus on pros and Cons! 
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PROS The jury decided the verdict CONS 
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Paul 

 

Who is he? 
 

Paul is an actor. When he was young he wasn’t bald. Hair loss is a common problem 

between male and treatments for the various forms of hair loss have limited success.  He 

is wondering to find a system to replace hairs but it is difficult. 

What about stem cells? 

 

Scientists have found that stem cells could develop properly in bald scalps . This could 

be a way to allow hair to re-grow. This could be a breakthrough which should produce a 

remedy in future. The treatment could be launched within a decade. 
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Michael J. Fox Foundation https://www.michaeljfox.org/ 
 

Michael J. Fox 

 

Who is he? 

 

Michael J. Fox is a Canadian-American actor, author, producer, and activist. When he 

was 18, Fox moved to Los Angeles. He had a series of bit parts. With a film and television 

career spanning from the 1970s, Fox's roles have included Marty McFly from the “Back 

to the Future” trilogy (1985–1990); Alex P. Keaton from NBC's “Family Ties” (1982–

1989), for which he won three Emmy Awards and a Golden Globe Award; and Mike 

Flaherty in ABC's “Spin City” (1996–2001). Fox announced his retirement from "Spin 

City" in January 2000, effective upon the completion of his fourth season and 100th 

episode. He won an Emmy, three Golden Globes, and two Screen Actors Guild Awards 

making him one of the country's most prominent young actors. 

Fox was diagnosed with young-onset Parkinson's disease in 1991, at age 29, and disclosed 

his condition to the public in 1998. Fox semi-retired from acting in 2000 as the 

symptoms of his disease worsened. He has since become an advocate for research toward 

finding a cure; he created the Michael J. Fox Foundation, and on March 5, 

Fox was honoured and received the 2,209th star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame on December 
16, 2002 

http://www.michaeljfox.org/
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2010, Sweden's Karolinska Institutet gave him a “honoris causa” doctorate for  his work 

in advocating a cure for Parkinson's disease. 

What about stem cells? 

 

What is The Michael J. Fox Foundation’s view on stem cells to treat Parkinson’s disease?  

He launched “The Michael J. Fox Foundation for Parkinson’s Research”, which the New 

York Times has called “the most credible voice on Parkinson’s research in the world”. 

Today the largest nonprofit funder of Parkinson’s drug development in the world, the 

Foundation has galvanized the search for a cure for Parkinson’s disease, and Michael  is 

widely admired for his tireless work as a patient advocate. 

Stem cell research has the potential to significantly impact the development of disease-

modifying treatments for Parkinson's disease, and considerable progress has been made 

in creating dopamine-producing cells from stem cells. 

However there are many challenges that need to be overcome before stem cell-based cell 

replacement therapies for Parkinson’s disease are a reality. Work is still needed to 

generate robust cells, in both quality and quantity, that can also survive and function 

appropriately in a host brain. Although ES (and now iPS) cells hold great potential, we 

do not yet know which stem cell type ultimately holds the greatest promise. Thus, 

researchers require scientific freedom to pursue research on all types — including ES, 

adult and IPS cells — in order to yield results for patients. 

The Michael J. Fox Foundation played an early role in supporting work in stem cell research 

for Parkinson’s disease, including funding the original proof of principle demonstrating 

that ES cells could provide a robust source of dopamine neurons. The Foundation will  

continue to monitor Parkinson’s disease specific stem cell developments and the research 

is still continuing. Foundation will continue to target strategic funding in other critical 

areas of developing therapies for Parkinson’s disease 
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You are an active respectable common citizen and a blogger with all your 

moral values, the “next door person”. You say about yourself “I am a citizen of 

the world“. 

You  read  newspapers everyday and  in this play you  express your  own  thing 
about 

the use of stem cells in medicine. Explain with  strength  what  you really think 

about  the  topic and what you will publish as soon as possible on your blog 

and social network 

It is time to express, be simply yourself!!! 
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Annex 7 

. 

Give each sentence a score of 1 to 5 depending on the possible answers: 

1 = very little; 2 = a little; 3 = partly; 4 = a lot; 5 = very much Mean ±SD 

1 Do you think that the CLIL path has increased students' interest in the discipline (biology)? 4.25 0.50 

2 Do you think that the CLIL path has improved the disciplinary skills (biology) of your students? 4.25 0.50 

3 Do you think that the CLIL path has improved the English skills of your students? 3.75 0.50 

4 Do you think the materials and teaching resources were clear for the students? 4.00 0.00 

5 In your opinion. have the proposed materials been innovative for the students? 4.75 0.50 

6 
Do you consider it was positive for your students this CLIL/NON CLIL experimental path in class? 

(specify for each participating class:  Class 1            Class 2  
4.50 0.58 

7 
Do you think that studying language and content at the same time (CLIL) is an effective way to learn a 

language? 
3.75 0.96 

8 Do you think that the CLIL path was interesting for you too? 4.75 0.50 

9 Do you think that this experimentation experience was globally positive? 4.75 0.50 

10 Do you think that this experimentation experience presents difficulties? 3.00 0.82 

11 If I had to repeat the experience. what would you change about this experimentation? (open answer)   

12 
Do you think that in future you will propose disciplinary activities in a foreign language (CLIL) to your 

students? 
4.25 0.50 

    

Table 16 Section I Teachers’ perceptions questionnaire  
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Give each sentence a score of 1 to 5 depending on the possible answers: 

1 = very little; 2 = a little; 3 = partly; 4 = a lot; 5 = very much 
  

N. 
 

Mean ±SD 

1 In the classroom. one thing is joking. a different one is studying 3.75 1.50 

2 When a student is good. I praise him/her, and I reward in front of the others 4.25 0.96 

3 Each culture has its own way of teaching. defining and managing knowledge 4.25 0.96 

4 If the student has studied. he/she manifests it. So, I can evaluate him/her 2.75 0.96 

5 I approve when my students work together. Even though they do their homework together  4.50 0.58 

6 Learning is a sequence of steps of increasing complexity  3.50 0.58 

7 I know much more than students do. but I respect their experiential and personal knowledge 4.00 0.82 

8  Learning Is a complex elaboration of mental processes 4.25 0.50 

9 After an explanation. I immediately question students on the explained topic  2.25 0.96 

10 I believe it is possible to plan a learning process 4.00 0.82 

11 I believe that teaching is aimed at making students learn habits 3.00 0.82 

12 The good teacher respects student’s developmental phases. which are more or less modifiable 4.50 0.58 

13 Learning actually is a form of conditioning 2.25 0.50 

14 We always learn together with others and never alone. is it an inter-subjective sharing 3.25 1.26 

15 It is important for me that my explanation is fully understood 4.00 0.82 

16 Learning does not exist if not "within" a specific context or situation  4.00 0.82 

17 The good teacher structures and organizes the contents to be learnt 4.25 0.50 

18  Learning is a sequence of successive steps  4.00 0.82 
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19 It is okay to repeat. but they must make it on their own 2.75 0.50 

20 To commit students. it is necessary to leverage students' emotional tension 3.50 1.29 

21 The good teaching transforms students' ideas from naive into scientific ones 4.00 0.82 

22 In my opinion. learning is a response to a stimulus 3.75 0.50 

23 In the classroom. as in a talk show. communication is facilitated. meanings are negotiated 4.00 0.82 

24 Fundamentally. learning is always a cumulative transmission of knowledge 3.00 0.82 

25 Learning means building and adapting. in a reciprocal relationship with the environment. through experience 4.50 0.58 

26 Learning must be "significant" to be memorized  4.25 0.50 

27 The good teacher continually reviews his teaching 4.50 0.58 

28 A good preparation is one that is finalized at the task to be performed 3.25 0.96 

29 Environment is “all” in a learning process  3.25 0.50 

30 It is important that students can evaluate by themselves how much they have studied 4.25 0.50 

31 I consider learning a form of association 3.25 0.50 

32 Good teaching is the one which is based on speaking together and making everyone express  3.50 1.29 

33 Good teaching. in general. should develop learning ability  4.50 0.58 

34 Students already have their own knowledge structures. albeit partly modifiable 4.00 1.15 

35 The good student uses personal learning strategies 4.25 0.50 

36 Good teaching should produce behavioral changes 4.00 0.82 

37 It does not matter what is the context in which we learn. the important thing is to learn 3.50 1.29 

38 The class should always be kept under control by the teacher 3.75 0.96 

39 Learning is a process of interpretation and guided discovery 4.25 0.96 

40 In order to teach. the best thing is to use the taxonomies of teaching objectives 3.00 0.00 
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41 I seem to be. with my students. a community with a shared identity 3.75 0.50 

42 I question students to check that they do not just learn by heart 3.25 0.96 

43 It is right for me to reflect on my teaching and to revise the used strategies according to my judgment 5.00 0.00 

44 Learning is a heuristic pathway to problem-solving  4.00 0.00 

45 The good teacher stimulates. assesses. strengthens. controls and plans 4.50 0.58 

46 In my opinion. the educational action must be "calibrated" before entering the class  3.75 0.50 

47 Acquired learning must be regularly assessed during the year  3.75 0.96 

48 Students are young and must feel responsible so that to grow and to orient themselves 4.25 0.96 

49 A good training is the one in which one practices often 4.25 0.50 

50 I would like that students could know how to assess between them how they have studied 4.75 0.50 

51 After all. the instructional teaching can be considered a way to handle symbols  3.50 1.29 

52 I would like to be an example. an identification model for my students 3.00 1.15 

53 Each student has his/her own internal cognitive structure to be kept in mind 4.50 1.00 

54 I always clarify in advance my methodological and content objectives 4.00 0.82 

55 Learning is. above all. a matter of linguistic organization 3.00 0.00 

56 Learning is nothing more than a sum of knowledge 2.50 1.29 

57 The good teacher participates and makes students collaborate without directing; he/she socializes. is a mediator 5.00 0.00 

58 It is important to accurately plan the expected training actions  4.00 0.82 

59 The good student reflects on how to manage his/her own learning strategies  4.50 0.58 

60 The good teacher adjusts him/herself according to students' learning abilities 4.00 1.41 

Table 17 SECTION II Santoianni’s questionnaire about Teachers’  “TEACHING STYLE” (Santoianni 2010) 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 

31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 

41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 

51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 

 

Table 18 SECTION III TEACHING STYLE TRANSCRIPTION GRID (performed by PhD 

Giulia Realdon 2017) 

 

 

Behaviorist Teacher 

2 4 9 11 13 18 20 22 27 29 31 36 38 40 45 47 49 54 56 58 

                    

Cognitivist Teacher 

1 6 8 10 15 17 19 24 26 28 33 35 37 42 44 46 51 53 55 60 

                    

Post - Cognitivist Teacher 

3 5 7 12 14 16 21 23 25 30 32 34 39 41 43 48 50 52 57 59 
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Santoianni’s questionnaire items ranked according the “Teaching Style” 

 

I am a behaviorist teacher 

 

22 In my opinion learning is a response to a stimulus 

31 I consider learning a form of association 

18 Learning is a sequence of successive steps 

13 Learning is a form of conditioning 

4 If the student has studied, he/she manifests it. So, I can evaluate him/her 

56 Learning is nothing more than a sum of knowledge 

29 Environment is “all” in a learning process 

20 To commit students it is necessary to leverage the students' emotional tension 

11 I believe that teaching is aimed at making students learn habits  

 40 In order to teach. the best thing is to use the taxonomies of teaching objectives 

49 A good training is the one in which one practices often 

2 When a student is good. I praise him/her, and I reward in front of the others 

47 Acquired learning must be regularly assessed during the year 

9 After an explanation. I immediately question students on the explained topic 

38 The class should always be kept under control by the teacher  

58 It is important accurately plan the expected training actions  

36 Good teaching should produce behavioral changes 

27 The good teacher continually reviews his teaching 

54 I always clarify in advance my methodological and content objectives 

45 The good teacher stimulates. assesses. strengthens. controls and plans 

 

I am a cognitivist teacher 

 

1 In the classroom. one thing is joking. a different one is studying 

26 Learning must be "significant" to be memorized 

6 Learning is a sequence of steps of increasing complexity 

10 I believe it is possible to plan a learning process 

8 Learning is a complex elaboration of mental processes 

19 It is okay to repeat. but they must make it on their own 

17 The good teacher structures and organizes the contents to be learnt 

 35 The good student uses personal learning strategies 
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15 It is important for me that my explanation is fully understood 

28 A good preparation is one that is finalized at the task to be performed 

42 I question students to check that they do not just learn by heart 

46 In my opinion. the educational action must be "calibrated" before entering the class  

51 After all the instructional teaching can be considered a way to handle symbols 

55 Learning is. above all. a matter of linguistic organization 

24 Fundamentally. learning is always a cumulative transmission of knowledge 

37 It does not matter what is the context in which we learn. the important thing is to learn 

53 Each student has his/her own internal cognitive structure to be kept in mind 

33 Good teaching. in general. should develop learning ability  

44 Learning is a heuristic pathway to problem-solving  

60 The good teacher adjusts him/herself according to students' learning abilities   

 

I am a post - cognitivist teacher 

 

METARIFLESSIVE 

 

5 I approve when my students work together. Even though they do their homework together  

59 The good student reflects on how to manage his/her own learning strategies 

30 It is important that students are able to evaluate by themselves how much they have 

studied 

50 I would like that students could know how to assess between them how they have studied 

43 It is right for me to reflect on my teaching and to revise the used strategies according to 

my judgment 

 

CONSTRUCTIVIST 

 

25 Learning means building and adapting. in a reciprocal relationship with the environment. 

through experience  

12 The good teacher respects student’s developmental phases. which are more or less 

modifiable 

39 Learning is a process of interpretation and guided discovery 

34 Students already have their own knowledge structures. albeit partly modifiable 

21 The good teaching transforms students' ideas from naive into scientific ones 
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CONTESTUALIST 

16 Learning does not exists if not "within" a specific context or situation 

14 We always learn together with others and never alone. it is an inter-subjective sharing 

32 Good teaching is the one which is based on speaking together and making everyone 

express  

57 The good teacher participates and makes student collaborate without directing; he/she 

socializes. is a mediator 

23 In the classroom. as in a talk show. communication is facilitated. the meanings are 

negotiated 

 

CULTURALIST 

 

3 Each culture have its own way of teaching. defining and managing knowledge 

41 I seem to be. with my students. a community with a shared identity 

48 Students are young and must feel responsible to grow and to orient themselves 

7 I know much more than students do. but I respect their experiential and personal 

knowledge  

52 I would like to be an example. an identification model for my students  

  


